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College poll 
tabs Mondale 
as favorite 
by David Klein 
Ithaca College students, 
faculty, and administrators nar-
rowly favor waiter F. Mondale 
in next week's presidential 
election, according to a poll 
conducted by The Ithacan. 
The Ithacan interviewed 500 
people between October 29 · 
and 31. The poll was detennin-
ed through random telephone 
calls and interviews. 
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The Ithacan did not choose 
or know the sex, religion, staff photo by Joe F,p5teln 
ethnic or socio-economic First the New Building, then.the New Quad and now, a new addition to the existing Egben Union, 
background of the students, above. Since its construction in 1960, the colleges enrollment has more than doubled the buildings 
f It d d 
. capacity. In the spring, ground-breaking will take place and much needed space will be added to 
acu y, an a mmistrators h Vi . 
questioned; therefore the t e mon. 
~e~er~lization of these results Ex·nans,·on 
1s hm1ted. '.I:' 
Of the soo votes, 44.6 per-
begins spring 1985 
cent (223) said that they would by Barbara A Richard ty was designed to accom-
vote for Democrat Walter Mon- Next spring the S7.5 million modate a campus size of 1500 
dale. 40.8 percent (204) said addition to and renovation of people. Now the Ithaca COiiege 
they would vote for president Egbert Union is scheduled to community is almost four 
Ronald Reagan, 11.2 percent begin. The need to expand the times that. 
(56) claimed that they were facility is based on the growing The Board of Trustees, Presi-
undecided, and the remaining campus community. dent Whalen. and the other Ex-
3.4 percent (17) stated that they Egbert Union was one of the ecutive members realized the 
were either not voting or not first buildings constructed in need for the larger facility and 
old enough to vote. 1960 on the South Hill campus. a committee was formed in the 
Julie Kurland. co- At that time the population was Spring of 1983. The committee 
R l tel 600 Th f T consisted of 4 students, 2 see esuts oa11e 3 approx1ma y 
Ithaca College 
Campus 
Presidential Poll 
-1984-
MONDALE 
e ac11-
44.6 °lo 
faculty members, 3 staff per-
sons and 2 of the Vice 
Presidents of Ithaca Colle~e. 
Their job was to identify the 
problems and to make recom-
mendations for the Union. 
Over the summer the com-
mittee membe_r visited about 
10 other university unions in-
cluding Cortland, Bucknell. 
Binghamton. Cornell and RIT. 
The purpose was to get ideas 
and to become more ac-
quainted with different types of 
facilities. Also they reviewed 
slide tape programs of other 
renovations and open 
meetings with students, facul-
which runs through the 
buildings. This design will 
preserve the greenery behind 
the Union, it will capture the 
view of the lake, and is 
directed toward the natural 
flow of traffic. 
Some of the features includ-
ed a 7000 square feet multi-
purpose room in which ban-
quets, dances and other stu-
dent activities can be held. The 
room can be divided into three 
smaller compartments and 
when opened fully, will allow 
for between 90CHOOO persons. 
Two small TV lounges and 
more attractive, larger dining 
facilities will be added. The 
bookstore will be moved from 
between the towers to an 
underground location next to 
Muller Hall. 
"In addition to serving as the 
information center and prin-
cipal gathering place for the en-
tire college, the greatly expand-
ed Union will also meet a long-
standing need to house. in one 
see Expansion page 3 
President 
Welcomes 
Parents 
I would like to take this op-
portunity to extend a warm 
welcome to all the parents and 
friends who are visiting the 
Ithaca campus this Parents 
Weekend. It is a pleasure for 
me to see parents of up-
perclassmen returning to cam-
pus and I am especially 
delighted to welcome the 
parents of the Class of '88 to 
the Ithaca COiiege community. 
Parents Weekend is a festive 
occasion celebrating the 
academic and cultural ex-
cellence which defines the 
Ithaca COilege experience. It of-
fers you an opportunity to par-
ticipate in the educational and 
extracurricular programs which 
help your sons and daughters 
grow as individuals. This 
special weekend also ailows 
you to share in the campus life 
which serves as a "home 
away from home" for your 
children. 
Our outstanding faculty will 
present programs which 
demonstrate the College·s 
commitment to academic ex-
cellence and a well-rounded in-
terdisciplinary education. The 
entire campus community has 
planned events which will ex-
hibit the broad range of social 
and cultural opportunities 
available to students at Ithaca 
College. 
Again, I wish to offer a 
sincere welcome to each one 
of you. I hope you enjoy your 
visit to Ithaca College this 
Parents weekend and that you 
will have many occasions to 
visit e,u campus in the , __ :,,.,,_ 
I 101..k forward to <;et+, .. 
this weekend. 
Sincerely, 
James J. Whalen 
REAGAN 40.8 °lo ty, staff and administrators .. ---------------------• 
/ 
UNO. 11.2 % 
Q: 
-
0 3.4 % 
... 
-------------------------
Und ... undedded, O=Other (not voting) , 
' 
were held. 
The current committee 
members are Evett Scartlett, 
THIS WEEK IN THE ITHACAN 
Scott Jasman. Ken Kaplan . ... ---------------------1 
Suzanne Boutilier, Linda Ricky, 
Marty Scholman, Lizz Griffin, Lippincott says good-bye .......... 2 
Don Runyon, Shawn Policello, 
Roger Essinger, earl Segrecci, Proposed Union Expans1·on ....... 4 and Dick Correnti. 
The addition will be con-
structed at the north end of 
Egbert Union and will run 
parallel to the Hammond 
Health Center. II will be con-
nected to Job Hall, Textor Hall, 
and the Muller Faculty Center 
by extending the corridor 
\ ' I I r I J ' \I ( " 1 • ~ ' 
Announcements ........................ s 
Stickwomen in NCAA' s ............. 20 
Sportsview with David Raskin. 20 
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Editor of IC News leaves·· fthaca 
i . 
by Mimi Aufderhar Doug is proud of his work in job. when interviewing people. ed to accept. His last day here aro~nd the .9ffice wh~re re 
For once the shoe is on the helping to improve the content for example, for l.C. Alumni. will be today. and he starts his · works. Doug surely !las one·of 
other foot. After interviewing and appearance of 1.c. News. he's interested in them and new job as Director of Com- the best. .The peop_le there en-
hundreds of people in the last He feels that his work in help- their lives, celebrities or not. munications at Geneseo on- joy him as much as he enjoys 
five years for both the Ithaca ing it evolve to what it is now from a personal point of view. Monday. Doug feels that thiS.is · the~·. Liz Helmer, ttie manag: 
College News and the Ithaca ~~i-s ... o.n.,e_,_o.,f_h;.i~s ..... m,.a.·,;;:o.,r _.;.As..,  .,foiii_r;.;-s1111tliiud•e•n•ts-on-ca.m ... p•us •.• h111111e a "good opportunity career- .. ing e,ditor of the Ithaca College College Quarterly, Doug Lippin- ·· wise." His new duties will con- Quarterly,° has shared an office 
cott is finally being interview- . ~; sist of "basically the same with him for a year and: act-
ed himself. Doug Lippincott is <.~.;. ones at J.C.: editing, mbedia_ mires.boih him and.his work. 
Editor of the News Bureau here work, dealing with two pu lica- "We really get along well. He's 
at I.C. Besides being editor of tions. but with more respon- tremendously well-liked, an 
both publications. he writes sibility." It is this increase in asset fo,r a media person., He 
features. straight news. responsibility that attracts him has 0 very diverse .job: editor 
handles press releases, deals most. LC.. meanwhile. is con- of 1.c. <News. editor of the 
with the press, conducts inter- ducting a search in hopes that Alumni'. magazine, he really 
views, places stories with the it will attract a replacement for has to 'juggle both role.s .. He 
press and radio, and ba'iically Doug. writes, for both, deals with peo-
lakes care of anything else that When asked what he would pie for both ... we're· thrilled 
is media related here at I.C. miss the most about I.C., Doug about/his new job. It's definite-
Doug definitely has the sajd the people. "The people ly a siep ahead--right for him, 
l>ackground for this job. Short- I work wit!) are the greatest too bad for us." Another col-
ly after graduating from Cor- group I've ever been league, Ross Wladis, a 
tland State in 1978, he began associate(! with." He also said newswriter,. says he'll r'niss 
working for the Cortland ·he'd miss other friends on Doug's "Qutstanding ability as 
Bureau of the Syracuse Post campus. faculty, staff, and 'an ·editor\and a wriler ... and 
Standard. Soon after that, he students. tremendous sense of humor." 
worked as an editor for a Doug feels confident about Humor:' is definitely a strong 
weekly paper in Cortland. In achievements here at l.C. The staff photo by Brett Woods his future position. "Five years point of : Doug's personality. 
March of 1979, he became a at ttle college has prepared me Between I Wladis' comments 
general assignment and sports growlh of the Ithaca College has close friends among them. extremely well to meet the about · Doug's \dart' playing, 
reporter for the Cortland Stan- Quarterly over the five years At the office, he has only good new conditions I'll be enter- politics,; and telephone man-
he has been here is another th·ngs to say abo t h' bo I dard. Doug joined the l.C. 1 u ts ss, ing." He said he learned a ot ners. and: the. other office 
News. then in its seventh year, important accomplishment for and his colleagues all enjoy his from the two fine bosses he workers that had begun to line 
as a staff writer in August of Doug. He Slressed, however, sense of humor, something has had in the past five years. up at·Dciug·s door to say 1heir 
1979. He lent support in the that there were many 0ther that makes work more fun for First, Walter Borton and for the piece about him for the hi.t~r- . 
writing area and worked on people who helped in the everyone. last two years. John Lippincott. view, it was quite hard to keep 
putting together Alumni News. development of bolh· Doug Unfortunately for the people Along with his other ex- this story~erious. 
One year later. in August 1980, feels very Slrongly about peo- he works with, Doug is leaving periences, Doug thinks the In any e, it is apparent 
Doug became director of pie, th0Se he works with· Ithaca. He has enjoyed his five good rep_utati?n of l!ha~a Col- that Doug joyed working at 
sports information. By 1981 works for. and th0Se he has years at Ithaca College but has lege helped him attain his new I.C. and will probably make his 
Personal relationships with. He been offered a pos1·t1·on at · 1- • Doug was the editor of the I.C. jo
5
b. k' , new job ju\t as ·ft.in. · · 
News Bureau. enjoyed meeting people in his SUNY Geneseo and has decid- pea. mg . o~ reputations, 
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THE ITHACAN 
Founded 1932 
Incorporated 1969 
THE ITHACAN is a student 
newspaper published by The 
Ithacan Publishing Compaqy, 
Ithaca, New York. It is 
published every Thursday dur-
ing the academic year and 
distributed without charge on 
the Ithaca College campus. 
As a public service, THE 
ITHACAN will print relevant 
events of public interest to the 
Ithaca College community In its 
Announcements section without 
charge. It is requested that these 
messages be sent through inter-
campus mail or to the address 
below, and received before 8:00 
p.m. on the Sunday prior to the 
publication date. They also can 
be placed in THE ITHACAN 
mailbox located lo the Egbert 
Union, next to the check 
cashing window. 
THE ITHACAN also en• 
courages student aqd faculty In-
put for stories aqd/or submis· 
sions. We do request that they 
include your full name, phone 
number where you can be 
reached, major with graduation 
dale, and/or afflllation with 
Ithaca College. 
THE ITHACAN 
Ithaca College 
Ithaca, New York 14850 
(607) 274-3207 
ELECTI.ON 
·CENTER 
'84 
Your Oitly Televised 
Coverage Of Local 
Elections Plus Live 
National Coverage 
Courtesy Of 
CM 
Callie News Network. Inc 
···.Wtl,tch Us! 
Tuesday-,N ove:mber 6 
Starting At 9:00pm. 
:1cB-TV 
Ithaca College Broadc~st~ng 
. ., 
• l 'it 
'' ,,. 
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The Alternative Way·. Union Expansion Results from page I 
chairper~on of the rnllcgc 
Dt·rnocrats 1s hoping 1ha1 those 
who "preferred Mondalt· mn 
Reagan. choose hun because 
th!'Y closely exarninNl the 
issues thcJt are at stake 1n rlw, 
dect1on ... 
by Karen Scanlon 
Many studefits enter Ithaca 
College with the intention of 
selerting a major some time, 
mow oflen than nol, at lhe end 
of their sophomore year. 
These students have peen 
placed into the category rom-. 
monly k.nown as Exploratbry 
majors. Explorarory 'studentc; 
often find themselves rapidly 
approaching the close of the 
first semester of their 
sophomore year with no 
career decision in sight. For 
these students, the Plannl.'d 
Studies Program may be the 
answer. 
The Planned Studies Pro-
gram. coordinated by Biology 
Professor Lucille Schneider. 
"is designed for students 
whose inreresr or learning 
goals does not coincide with 
departmental majors c1s 
presently defined." The ker 
word in this staternent is goal. 
According .to Schneider. "If a 
person nasn·t found a major 
that will 'fit their future goals. 
they -can consult the vast 
resources made available to 
the(tl by Ithaca College and put 
together ,my major they would 
nke:· 
~cy Kaclish. a senior, is a 
· "-.... prime example of the program. 
·~dish.in her sophomore year. 
was a Business Management 
rn'ajor. She had just completed 
her Management Core and 
decided that she wanted more 
in the way of communication 
skills. In her present position as 
a Management major in the 
School of Business, she was 
unable to get the classes 
necessary in the School of 
Communication. After her in-
vestigation of the Planned 
Studies Program. Stacy was 
able to apply her economic, 
finance and accounting base lo 
courses with an emphasis on 
interpersonal communication. 
The main thrust of the pro-
gram is that it is "student-
initiated." Schneider and 
Howard Erlich, Assistant Dean 
to the school of Humanities 
and Sciences. advisors in the 
program. feel that "the 
students know why they take 
each course because they 
have thought out and for-
mulated their own resources 
for creating their major. It 
allows the student to review all. 
sources throughout the cam-
pus and create an academical-
ly respectable major not of-
fered by Ithaca College." 
The procedure begins with a 
student needing a goal. "The 
integrity, and therefore, the ac-
ceptance of the Planne? 
Studies major depends upon 11 
not being used as one that 
duplicates or closely approx-
imates an exiSting major or as 
one used to seek entrance in-
to a course of study (major) to 
which the student would not 
be admitted through usual 
channels. Rather, the student 
is encouraged to design a 
course of study which fulfills. 
the primary purpose of Plann-
ed studies-to plan a major out-
side of those which exiSt cur-
rently at Ithaca College accor-
ding to the program 
description. 
40 to so students who ha\'C' 
already or will drclare 
rhemselves Planned Siuclics 
1:najors every year. The 
numbers are so low l)ecause 
or a rumor that stated the pro-
gram had been done aw~y 
with. Obviously, the rumor 1s 
untrue. The Planned Studies 
Program was never dropped. 
however. 1he original coor-
dinator of the program resign-
ed in May of 1983. The pro-
gram. to save time and energy, 
was handed over to ;\ssistant 
Dean Erlich until a new 
coordinator could be appoint 
ed and the program could be 
re-or~anized by the faculty. 
Assistant Dean Erlich feels 
the program "is more difficult 
than any other major and 
demands more crcauvilf from 
a student than what he or she 
is used 10. It is a challenge. ,',1 
asks the student to clo work, 
OWIJTOwtJ.,_ ·· 
PAPA'RA7-Z.i 
from page 1 
plac!'. th<· offwr· and 
workspace of student gove_rn-
mcnt. the student ac1iv111e~ 
board and the nearly 100 other 
student organizations on cam-
pus." stressed Dr. Richard Cor· 
renti. Vice-President of Student 
Affairs. Roger Essinger. direc-
tor of Egbert Union is very ex· 
med about the project and is 
also hopeful that Pach group 
will be given workspace and at 
least a lockable file drawer. He 
notrd further that adjacent to 
the activities center arc 
meeting and conference rooms 
;ivailahlc for student use. 
The project was designe_d by 
cnanctl!cr Cudlipp Associates 
Inc. of New York City. They 
have construnecl over 40 dif-
ferent campus unions. in many 
cases building the original as 
well as the additions. Essinger 
expressed a confidence in 
Chandher CUlllipp·s experience 
and the committee felt thev 
Jo:t. fr. 51'ATB 51':. - S11rr~ °"'~ 
--- Z.1l ~ Ollr-/ 
Exploratory Students 
IF YOU ARE AN EXPLORATORY 
STUDENT IN THE SCHOOL OF H&S 
AND DO NOT KNOW WHO YOUR 
ADVISOR IS, PLEASE STOP IN OUR 
OFFICE OR CALL AS SOON AS 
POSSIBLE. WE ARE LOCATED IN 
THE H&S DEANS OFFICE IN 206 
MULLER AND CAN BE REACHED AT 
274-3102 
I 
T 
H 
A 
C 
A 
C 
0 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION IS 
COMING SOON?? NOVEMBER 6.16 
P ARENTSWEEKEND 
Bookstore & BJ Begley Deli 
Special Hours ... 
Sat/Nov 3 & Sun/Nov4 
BOOKSTORE 
Open 9am - 3pm, Sat & Sun 
DELI 
were familiar wirt1 the func 
lions of collf:'gt· unions 
nw rnom·r for the 1·xpc1n-
s1on will be raised in a number 
of ways according to Correnti. 
prirnarilr rhrough fundraising 
anct loans. "We have some of 
tile moner an<l wc·/1 borrow 
some of ti." 
Other c1ddirion~ ro rhe Ithaca 
CoUcgc campus in the pa<;t few 
war~ has been the completion 
~Jf the new academic building 
uncJ the construction of rhe 
new residence hall. In hght of 
all of this Correnri explained, 
"we've expanded according to 
our needs." 
The completion of Egbert 
Union is tentatively sct to oiwn 
the Fall semester of t98fi Ess-
inger. however. stressed that 
the committee is still learning 
and gathering information per-
taining 10 interior dr:sign ancl 
specific room decisions. 
.\cTording to Dawn Snarnno. 
chairperson of the collt-gc 
Republicans. the results or the 
lrhacan·s poll. "dosdy rt'fl!'CIS 
rhat the campus is much divicl-
<'<l" ,mlf also present a "fairly 
accurate picturt· of how the 
<'arnpus feels." 
Across the country 111 polls 
c-oncluctecl by the Ivy League 
colleges. students also favor 
the Democratic candidate Mon-
cJale over President Hcagan. 
Mcording to the Cornell Daily 
Sun. th!' greatest support for 
Mond.:ile was shown c1t Har-
vard. where he lee! Reagan 64 
10 27 percent. The clm,e!>t 
rnarRin was at Columb1c1 
University where the resulb 
wen' 45 to 4:! pcrrent. 
rcspect1vely. 
'h II ff 1 $ Beauty Shop 
113 W. State St. 272~9098 
Just off the Commons , 
Tues. - Fri 7·00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m .. Sat. 8:00 a.m. • '4:00 p.m. 
Closed Monday 
Aj,pointments suggested 
~EVIVAL. 
/00% Wool Overcoats . · · · · · · · · · · si5.oo 
Hawoiin Shirts . ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · $ 1 O. 99 
Field Jackets ..... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · $ 14· :: 
Smokingjackets ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · SI 4. 
Tank Tops ...... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · S5. 9b 
Cotton T-Shirt.s ... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · S3.o 
Cotton Shorts .... ··············· s3.oo 
Wool Sweaters . ......... S / 2. 99 & S 14. 99 
Bowling Shirts . .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · S4. 99 
i'03 Dryden Rd., Collegetown 
273-8200 
,'.•1 ·-.. \' 1 
·. ~ 
I 
' 0 
\ "The first Finger 
~ Lakes restaurant to 
really devote itself 
to New York's 
culinary and 
enological bounty 
is TURBACK'S." 
_ Los Angeles Times 
I 
. 
L 
L 
E 
(; 
F 
· Open Sat, Noon - 7pm 
Open Sun 12:30pm • 11:30pm .1 
==-- ·-:573 Fa •• 
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Proposed expansion for Egbert Union 
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Sl::( :( )ND Fl OOR PLAN 
KEY: 
The following is a key describing the makeup of the 2nd floor 
of Egbert Union as it stands now. 
A: Buffer Lounge and the Crossroads 
B: Campus Activities Offices 
C: The Lobby (which will be expanded and ..,,.I.OJ,._ 
con- tinue through the building into th 
terrace) 
D: The Junction 
E: The Pub 
**The entire area below the dotted line is the addition 
portion which will extend toward Hammond Health 
Center and the Union parkin lot. 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
OF INTEREST 
Attention Seniors Externship Applications Remember To Vote! Career 
Fair 
Today 
Sociology Majors & Minors 
E,1~1 lO\\t'r 
l pp1·r Qti.111~ 
G.irclcns 
f(·frdt('<, 
The S('ruor ( la!>!> OffH «·r!> .in· lookmg 
[or Hll<'r<'!>lt'cl pcopl<· who would hh.1· 
10 )!«·1 Ill\ oh <"cl 111 lilt· pl,1nr1111g of up-
1nrn111g t·vt·nl!>. If 1111«·w;1«·«1 pl<",l~<· 
nmlacl: 272·.UhS. 27.!·IS4.!. J7 l·SH84 
SO!ll<' [ulur<• t'VCrll!> \\ 111 lilt lu1k 
'200 Dav!> l'.ir1y1 
l:x11·rn~t11p .ipphc,mon; ,m· ,1\ a1l,1l>le 111 
llw Orti< 1· of C,m·«·r l'tamun!-( ,UHi l'l,1< «·-
rnt·n1. fir!>l rtoor. (;,u111<·11 1 ,·n11·r I ht· 
,lppllt ,111011 lit'd<lhn1• I~ I flCld~. 
NO\t'llllWr 2. 1!18-1 
.\II volt· di :-.u\ on Hu· 'JhB-ll,u1hv 11<1 The Career Fair will be held 
TODAY from l-5pm in the up-
per level of the Terrace Ommg 
Hall. All college students and 
parents are invited to attend . 
'.->Ot IOhl)!I il<'pl Ill\ lit·~ rlhljllfS. 11\lllOr!> 
.ind 1ho;<· 111lt·rt·;1t·tl 111 ;,, H 1olog1 10 di· 
lt'nct ,m 111[onn,d g,11twr111g I hur~ ~m· 
H. <> .lO·H:.lo in 1t1t· rowt·r Uuh Wmt· 
.incl rh1·es,· will ht· st·n·<·ct ,1~ "t·II ,t<, 
nor1-<1l<0hohc IH'\l'r,1gt•; ( llfl\t'r!><lllcm 
w11h pro[s .incl fl'llcl\\ m.i1ors will tw 
h\'f'I\' ,met \\'ltlt· spn·.itl < om,· 1rnn lilt' 
run 
North !'Ori\' 
Ocl 21; 9·0(H 00 
• l'ar1·nl'!> w«·t·h.«·rnl H«·rcpllon ror 
SPn1or l'dr<'nl!, 
One for the road 
(',1(('1t'nd · 
\1'1·~1 Towt·r 
l.ow<·r Qua<I~ 
. \II \'Olt' di lht' Md< trn11~1 1.o< di 
h:l8 Elrnir.i Ht! 
Wmt· & CchCt'!,e l'.irly 
IC Pub. Sal. Nov . .I 
'Hohcl.iy SemH Orrlldl 
Frnlay. Nov .10 
Holiday Inn 
K,IIIMr\n Mdlli.m .\,11. .\~~1~1.i111 l'ro-
[t'~!>or Of \\'tllHIJ!, I~ ( Urrt'lllly Sl't'hUIJ! 
~ulmu~~101t<, ol t'!>.<,,1\'!,, iourn.il «·rn11t'!>. 
poem~. ,mcl ;hon ;1orn·~ 1>1 !,IUclt·111~ 
ahorn r,urnly di< ohol prohl;·m; tor ,Ill 
.inlhology c·n1111t·dOne for the Road. 
·r hr hooh will lw m.irkt·l<·cl 10 lugh 
~chools 10 r<'<l< h tt·t·nagrr~ who ,m· 
rnpmg w111l h\ ml,! with .ii< ohoht t,urn-
ly rnt·mlwr~ ~11lm11~!>1on;, .ii corn-
pdlll<·cl h} d ~i.11111w1!. st·lt-.1tldrt·s<,t'd 
c·nv<·lo1w ~houl<i ll<' <,t·11110 ht·r ,11 c;,m. 
1]('11 121 
"llwr1· will ht' .i ~hullle ~er\·111· 10 lhC' 
polhng plan·~ from to .im-fipm IC'avmg 
from l'gtwr1 t:mon parking 101 l'\'rry 15 
llllllUlt'~ Bring I D . 
The career Fair is a gathering 
a variety of employers and 
students at one location. the 
primary aim being information 
exchange. Students are able to 
acquire first-hand information 
regarding internships and 
entry-level jobs. as well as 
make helpful contacts. The 
Career Fair is designed to be of 
int<'rest to students of all class 
years and majors. 
Career Night 
Marxist-F<'minist Speakers RA Schedule 
I h11r, ~o\ I. h oo pm 111[0 st·,~1011 
('[()!,~ftldcl~ 
-~ 
on Nm t·mlll'r H m I t·x1or 10 1 .11 , prn 
d 1.ibl1· ol p.i~I IC gr.itluau·~- ~pt·.ik<'r!> 
from c.irt·t·r plannmg ,1r1cl ,1 rt'flrt'!>en-
ldh\T from llw \\ d!>hmg1on ~<·nw~t«·r 
progr,un will tit~< u<,~ < .iwrr~ m 
hu~mt·<,s ,1ml ),(o, ·1 \l;o, 111lt'rn~l11ps 
,mtl ),(r.icl worh w1ll lw th~l'tL<,~<'<I 01wn 
lo ,111 llldJOfS "iHHhOfC'tl h\' 01111, rem 
llt'lld I p<,11011 
The fH'XI !>pt'dh('f \\'Ill bt· C.1rol 
Bengcl!>tlorr. Bengelsdorf 1!> .in 
,\sso1 ia1e l'roft·~!>or of l'ohl1t !> .i1 
Hamp!>h1re College Sil<' h.i!> wnllt·n 
abm,• ,md <,iucli<·tl llw Cuban Ht·\·olu-
11011 [or Ill<' la~1 dt·r,1clt• I la\'111g 11\·t·d 
m Cuba for rnu1 h or 1h1s 111rn· !>ht· h,L., 
h,HI a fir!>I han<I look di man\' of 1ht· 
prohlt•rn!> Cullan women [.in· m lht· 
rcvolu11on,uv prore!>!>. l'ro[t·!>sor 
Bcngel!>dorr ha<, wn11t·n w1tll'ly on lhe 
above rncr111ont·cl L',.<,Ut'S ,mil !>pe.ik.<, 10 
us af1t•r ren·r11ly returnmg from Cuba. 
lier 1alk is 1·n111trd. "Th<' Problem of 
Studying Cuban Women." She will 
!>pt'ak on wcdnc~clay. November 14. in 
Tex1or IOI, 8:00 p.m. Lecture L~ fr1•r anti 
o :n to the ubhc. 
Politics Discussions 
l·ntld\ ~O\ 2 dppl1< dllOIIS ,I\ ,ulahlt· 
from He~ l.lh' or HD'; 
Some 50 representatives 
from business and industry. 
human services. and the 
arts will participate in the 
event. 
(F) - Ford Auditorium 
Music (N) - Nabenhauer Room 
Nov(>J1lbeJr. 1,. 1984 
Syracuse Symphony w/ Byror 
Jani5, Piano (F), 8:30 pm 
,liove.mbv,. 2, 1984 
~\aster Class w/ Bryon 
~. (F), 10 p.m. 
.\ s,·n<·~ or p.int'I clN'U!>!>1on~ <it•\ olt'll 
10 .in t·x.in11n.i11011 nt llw 1!!8-i pw~11lcn-
11.il <•lt·tllOll 
.\tonct.i1 '.\o\ 12 ,lpph< ,111011 1lt·<1tlhnt· 
Women's Track Team 
Oc I 11--Fowign l'ohc } 
Oc I 2,·-FrtlllOllllt <, & So( 1<11 l'oh1·1 
:>:ov. 1---1'11r~u11 or 11.lppmc~~ 
Fast For World Hunger Religious Services 
~t·t·clt·cl I hmwt·r,. 1111npt'r<,. ,incl run· 
m·rs tor 1tu- wornt·n·., lrd< h lt'dlll. \\'(' 
WIii hd\ (' ,lrl org,Hll/.dllOll,11 lllt't'll!l)! 
\\'('clnt'~dd\', 01 I JI di :;:JO pm HI lht· 
Hill Ccntl'r 1.olll>\'. I:\ 1·r\·on1· i~ 
wdc ome!!! If you hav<' any que~IIOfl<,. 
pled5C conldl'I Co.i1·h Bm·11ner. 18 Hill 
Cen1er. 27 4-3:lJ7. 
Nov 8--·l:lt·c·11on wr.ip-up 
:\II dt<;< lL<;SIOft<, w1ll 1<1kC' pl,IC'l' in l t·xtor 
IOI at 8:(Kl l'M. 
·1 ut·~ :-.ov IJ ~1gn up sh1·«·1 availalllt• 
<11. <linmg hall :l-1on. dntl rut·s. nl'XI 
Wl'eK ll::J0-1:30. Sponsored by llnllecl 
< hnsuan Fellowship. 
Shalll>a1 !>t'fVI< t·<, rmt.iy!, c;:oo pm. 111 
lhc Ch.ipd 
Theatre/Films 
,\Jove.mbu 2, 198-1 
"The Twilight Zone: Ethics 
and Wr1 t 1ng11 , SpcciJ.l 
Guest: Buck Houghton, pro-
ducer of "The Twilight 
Zone", Textor 102, 6:30 pn 
Lectures/Seminars 
, ovc..,n e.:t , 
C'l)Unseling Center 11Manag-
::1g Academic Jnd Personal 
Stress", Counseling Ctr. 
1,n•up Room, 6:30-8:30 pm 
Meetings 
0U('J71 e,\ , 1984 
Navigators Fellowship Mtg. 
DeMotte Room, 7:30 p.m. 
Novembe,,t 3, 198,/ 
Catholic Liturgy, Muller 
Chapel, 6:30 p.m. 
Sports 
,lil'\'CJnf.Jc,~ 2, 198.J 
I.C. JV fooL\,all v,. (,il-
g.:ite (.\), 2 pm 
I.e. ~l)nlen's rte1d Hl'Lkl'\' 
NCAA foL1rnament-fBA 
Etcetera 
\ol·t';.'Jl{·l'~ _ _i ·-- ;_ ;,, j 
i.P,'[' \pp J 1• l ~. ,,r, 
:nr ~pr1n..: '>• · l ,ll r 
llUt' I I) j 11'.111, i...J} 
\tl! 111 I llt..' 
"The Philadelphia Story", 
Concert Band and Jazz Worl Hoerner Theatre, 8 pm 
shop, (F), 8: 15 p.rn. 
nn C.1r:1pu~ Rccru1t1ng Work 
~l101l, Crossroads, 10 a.m. 
Interview Workshop, De-
Motte Room, ~ p.m. 
NouembeJt .J, 198-1 ,\Jc,vembc,, 3, 19£.; 
Business & Accounting Club I.C. -Footb-:;-fi,i,;:----rc,·rcl;ind 
Tutoring, Friends 103, 7pm (A), I :DO p.io. 
\l 'l 1'1 11L l -: : , • • ~ • 
P.i rl';1 L '.., i,l 1..., 1 n,• 
C.1r Ct..'r i 11 t, , 11 1•\ 1 
NOV(>J7lbeJt 3, 198~ 
Joint Jr. Re~ital, Margarr 
Pols & Mindy Scheierman, 
Chapel, 2:30 p.m. 
Concert by String Orchest 
and Vocal Jazz Ensemble, 
l'),8:15p.m. 
Jr. Flute, David Latulipr 
( F) 12 noon 
Symphonic Band, (F), 3 • 
Novembe./1. 4, 1984 
Concert by Choir, Char, 
and Women's Chorale, (I 
3 p.m. 
Sr. Trombone, John Str. 
(N), 7:00 p.m.----
Grad. Flute, Margaret I ,-
[~, (F), 8:15 p.m. 
Nou(>J7lbeJt 5, 7984 
Grad. Piano Lect./Recitul 
Monica Dale, (F), 8:15 pm 
Grad. Clarinet, Paul Bado 
(N),9p.m. 
NovembeJt 6, 1984 
Faculty Recital Lindo Cus 
Violin, (F), 8:15 p.m. 
SAB Film "And Justice For 
All", Textor 101, 7 & 9:39 
rm I 
Nove.mbe/1. 3, JQ84 
SAR Film 11 And Justice For 
All", Textor lOc, 7 & 
9:30 pm 
Live Audio performance of 
:,od Sterling's ' 1The Mon-
aters Are Due on Maple 
...;treet 11 1 Arena Theater, 
II) am 
Nov(>J7lbeJr. 4, 1984 
The Gaming Club ~cg., Job 
Career Exploration Group, Room, 7 p.m. 
DeMotte Room 6:30-8 pm 
N(!ve.mf.Je,\ 5, 19&4 
Resume Critiques, Career 
Protestant Workshop, ~ullc 
Chapel, 11:30 a.m. 
Planning Office, 3-4:)0pm Catholic Liturgy, Muller 
Nov,!JT!beJt 7, 1984 
"Returners from lsra~l 
Forum11 , Crossroads/Buffer 
lounge, 7:30 p.m. 
Resume Workshop, DeMottc 
K1)on1, I p.m. 
Chapel,9, 10: !Sam & I pm 
Novembu 6, I 984 
Ithaca College Feminists 
for Awareness & Action, 
Gannett 109, 7 - y pm 
Faculty Council Mtg. Board 
Room, 7:30 p.m. , \B Film 11The Way We Wer<c' 
,,,xtor 102, 7 & 9:30 pm lksume Critiques, Career 
Planning Off:cc,5-7 p.m. Student Gov't Mtg., Union 
Hall, 8 p.m. Noue.i•1bVL 6 - 9 
"rhe Philadelphia Story" 
11.,crner Theatre. 8 pm 
Nove.i,bVL 9, l 984 
~ \B Film 1,Terms of Ende.,r 
m~nt", Textor 102, 7 & 
Y.To pm 
Music (con't) 
Nove.mbeJL 9, 1984 
Vocal Studio Recital, 
Susan Kuzniewshi, (N) 
7 pm 
NO\J('J1lPV,. 8, 1984 
Counseling Center 11?1ana-
ging Academic and Persona 
SLress 11 , Couns~ling Ctr. 
Group Room, 6:30-8:30 pm 
NovembVL 7, 1984 
Protestant Chapel Service 
b Fellowship/Prayer Mtg. 
Chapel, 7 p. m. 
SIG! Workshop, Crossroads l.C. American Marketing 
10 a.m. Associat1on Mt~ , Textor 
102, 7 p.m. 
Nove.mbv,. 9, 1984 
On Campus Recruiting Work 
shop,DeMotte Room, 1pm 
I.e. American Marketing 
Assoc. Eastern Regional 
Conference at Hof strJ U. 
Noue.mbv,. 81 1984 
Student Activities Exec-
utive Board Mtg., Job Room 
8:30 pm 
SAB Public Relations Cmt_ 
Mtg., Jnb Room, 6:30 pm 
~evvnbe, 6, 198J 
1.C. Volleyball vs. Cort-
l<lnd & Sazarcch (H), h pm 
Novvnf.Je, 9, 1984 
1.C. ~restl1ng - J.C. 
Invitational (H) 
r.c. Volleyball - s,sAIA~ 
TBA 
Etcetera (con' t) 
,'lav(>J7lf.JeJt 8, 1984 
Advance Registration for 
Spring 1985 
Regt~trat1on for S,\B "Tur 
ey Trot", Gn1on Lobby 
,\iovvnbe,, 9, l98J 
Registration for SAB '7ur 
ey Trot 11 , Union Lobby 
Advance Registration fur 
Spring 1985 
Last Day Withdraw fer "W' 1 
ScmestCr Course 
JevL•l l1..·rr.1lL' !J1·11' 
11,il I, I - ., ..... 
~1,il•l'";. -,, 1.1s+ 
I ondl,n CL'!ltt.. r 1'.•r-
cnt::. \.,'cc~c'1d "1 l 1 dl 
Shuw, C .. 11\11tt~ 11·i 
i 108, Ill - ' I 
"10l'CJ•lbl'. 'i: .l, 11 :-, ~, 
P.:1rcnt '.., h't:l'h-l~~-· 
Hillel Brurh·h, 1 :,,.., 
Rci.'\Lh-, 
,'JuvCJ11L,c "i. / .i ~, 
Electl<)tl D,l\' 
r\<lvuncc Rc~1:-.tr.1t,•11 
for Sprln>~ '-.c1:i1.--.tl r 
1984 [lelt..1011 \l~l1t 
broadcc1st nn hlt 1~-
TV lthac.1 C1•\ l1.i-:.1..· 
Broadt:a::.t1111..:. 
N<.•i..·c,n"" 't 7, I-}~ i 
I~ er"o>~r.rn,s l·.1t1 
sponscr('<l hv Fr11.·:1d~ 
of b,rc1vl, l n1on 
I.ob by, l Oum- 2 pr.1 
Regi~tr,1t1on fc,r 
SAB 11Tu rkey I rot 11 • 
l1nion Lobby 
Advance Rc~1str.1t1or 
for Spnn~ 1985 
6 THE ITHACAN 
WONDERING WHAT TO 
DO WITH THE 
FOLKS FOR THE 
WEEKEND? 
BRING'EM DOWNTOWN! 
This \\'CTkc·rHi. Downto\\'n ltl)a('<l 
lwconws the apple capital of ~ew York 
State. Do\\'ntown merchants salul<' :'\e\\' 
York State apples with an ,\pple llilr\'c'st 
\\'<'ckcnd that l>rinHs the orchards 
Downtown. You arc im·ited to join the ap-
ple· growers. tlw Corrwll l'ornology Clul>. 
Downtown rnc·rchants and local enlt'r-
tairwrs in cclel>ration. Stroll The Com-
mons. enjoy an outdoor Fall Fashi~m 
Show. Hcn\·est Conn·rts <11HI streets lm-
c<I with interesting shops and 
restaurants. 
Downtown lthacc1 and New York State's 
tirwst appl<'s awc1it you! ,\nd l>est of all--
c1II <·\·c·nts arc al>solutcly lrce--so you cc1n 
show tlw tolks d really good time. 
Join us tor "Dutch Treat" Brunell on 
Sunda\' at Center lthilcil from llc1111-2pm. 
lci1turii1g d O·ld>rit~· Fashion Sho\\' ,HHI 
Dixi<'lilnd B<11Hl. 
DOWNTOWN 
F\Trytlling·s Waiting h>r You! 
S1>011101eil hi' /)011·111011·11 Ithaca /lm111£'11 
:I \\OC/il(/1)/1 
November 2, 1984 
Patent's Weeke.nd 
1984·. provid·es many 
unique ch~llenges 
by Jennifer Callis . dfly. In addition, ~ach person 
This year's Parent's Weekend bbng transported to Cortland 
promises to be very ~nique. Vfil\'also receive a box lunch at 
Ithaca College's Alumni Office Cortland State. . · 
has planned a heavily pro- \ ·,;he planning of this 
grammed schedule_ . for a iweekend has been~ challenge 
school its size. Trad1t1onallr • ror both schools. Both' reported 
the ce_ntral focus for Parent s ~ significant rise in registration. 
weekend has been the home Another major change that 
football game. This year there the Alumni Office has made is 
is an added twist conc_erning the registration procedure this 
the football game. W~lle the year for reservations for hotels 
game will still be an mtegr~I in the Ithaca area. One of the 
part of Parent's Weekend, II major reasons why hotel reser-
will not be held at ~ome. The vations were added to the 
November 3rd football game Parent's Weekend registration 
will take place at Cortland package was to necessitate the 
State. Ithaca College and Cor- hectic reserv~tiori process for 
tland State co~bined efforts parents of freshmen. Accor-
for the game. smce both col- ding to Mike Witl'liam. Director 
lege·s Parent's weekends of Alumni-Parents Relations, 
coincide. ,;Parents of freshmen are.plac-
lthaca has shipped bleachers ed at a disadvantage. First of 
over to Cortland to provide a~- all, they are not familiar with 
ditional seating. Cortland 15 the dates until' the Ithaca area 
also providing additional is fairly booked. This is du~ not 
bleachers to improve seatif!g only to Parent's :weekend, but 
capacity. The president also the popularity of the 
o( each college will take the Finger Lakes region during the 
field in the opening ceremony fall season. What we tried to 
for the coin flip. do was to block out rooms in 
Perhaps the most challeng- various hotels· within 25 
ing task the Alumni Office has minutes if ;Ithaca. What 
undertaken is the bus transpor- resulted was.an o.verwhelming 
talion being provided between number of registrants applying 
Ithaca and Cortland. Forty-one for hotel accommodations. We 
buses ate providing more tha11 could not fulfill all of the re-
1,500 parents and students quests, alth_o'18fl.-.best efforts 
\ti,...,,,.,._;::~~~""""rr.rt'o/'r''i"Y"i"l"i"l"i"lf'i'l'i'f'ID:'.TITIJCTI:tti'Xi~ttlcr:IIJ;~~~~mr;ff~ with transportation on Satur- continued pag_~ J.1 
$10.00 OFF 
ANY~. BOOTS 
GOOD THRU SAT. 11/9 
J.C. 
'\ '•, r • t r, 1;, 1, I.'~-:"".'"' ~ " . - - .., ' .......... " ... _ .. : ........ -.•.•.~.· ...... ";.; ....... . 
USA 
... •· 
..... 
•·•• < ~. 
ON SALE 
BILLY 
SHORT. SLOUCHY BOOT ON A LOW, 
CHUNKY HEEL 
Located in Collegetown between 
Dunbars and Souvlaki House. 
272-7255 
.t 
I I • , , \ \, I, o \ t1 ,' I ' ' ' 1 ', ' ' I ' • , < 1 ,- ; . I • ,:~ ~ ~ \ 
. .... , .. ,"!"l'l' ,,!.• ••.•: , l 1,\,.,'_,._,1, .. •,, ... ",, •'1' I, "I' I '1'1 .. , • • • \,., \,. • 1' , Ir 
- - ---- -·---·----
-
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College· offers event-packed weekend 
FRIDAY, NOV_EMBER 2 
9 am-5 pm: Exhibit. The Handwerker 
Gallery presents two exh1b1ts featun~g pho-
tography by Lewis W Hine· and forged metal 
,culpture by E.C. Pfeffer. Fir,t floor.'Carohne 
Werner Gannett Center 
'. I 
Noon-9 pm: Registration. Lobby, ·I D11:.1 
hngham Center·for the Performing Arts (Stu-
dents may pick up registration materials' for 
their parents). 
4-5 pm: Admissions Open House. Stop by 
and voice your comments on the .::ollege'S: 
adm1ss1ons process Wme and cheese will be 
served. Job Hall 1 
5-7: Dinner. Cafeteria style, campus dmmg 
halls. Please check dmmg hall schedules or 
enJOY dinner downtown on your own 
5:30-9 pm: Dinner at the Tower Club. 
Dme on the 14th floor of the East Tower (Res-
ervations necessary. Phone 274-3393). 
6:30 pm: Lecture/Screening. Buck 
Houghton, former producer of The Twilight 
Zone, will speak Of] "Ethics m The T'!'1/1ght ' 
Zone. Following the lecture, tliere will be 
screenings of four 'Twilight Zone episodes 
Textor 102. 
7-9: Open Swimming. Hill Center pool. 
8 pm: Theatre. The Ithaca College Theatre 
present, The Ph,la,delphia Story. Hoerner 
Theatre, Dillingham Center for the Perform-
mg Arts (Tickets required). 
8:15 pm: Music. Concert by the Concert 
Band and Jazz Workshop Ford Hall Audno-
num (Tickets required) 
9 pm: An Evening of Gymnastics and 
Dance. &n Light Gymnasium. Hill Center 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 3 
8-9MO am: Breakfast. Union Dmmg Hall 
9 am-3 pm: Registration. Lobby, Dil-
lingham Center for the Performing Arts 
9 am-5 pm: Exhibit. Handwerker Gallery 
(;ee Fnclay, Nov 2) 
9-11:30 am: Admissions Open, House. 
(See Friday, Nov. 2) 
9-11 :30 .am: Ithaca College Today. Open 
houses, featt,ir-mg demonstrations and d1scus-
smns on a w1tle range of subjec'ts in each of the 
College', six schools 
9:30-11:30 am: Exhibit. A display on rural 
America and .19th century New York State 
Second flooi; Caroline W~rner Gannett 
Center· 
10-11 am: London Center Slide Show. 
Former participants will be on hand to answer 
questions abo1,1 the London Center program 
Caroline Werner Gannett Center, room 107-
108. 
11 am- l pm: Parents Luncheon. Dme 
with faculty and administrators. Tower and 
Terrace Dining Halls. (Tickets required ) Par-
ent, and students attending the football game 
at SUNY Cortland will be served a 1,ox lunch. 
Football 
Tr~nsportation 
' ! 
Parents and students who made reservations to ride the bus 
to Cortland to watch the Ithaca Bombers football team battle the 
Cortland State Hed Dragons on Saturday afternoon should take 
a few moments to read carefully the following instructions. 
If you requested transportation to Cortland you will find a 
yellow ticket in you registration packet. You will be asked to 
show this ticket three times. so please be certain to retain it and 
have it readily available. Approximately 1,500 parents and 
students have requested transportation to the football game. so 
we ask you cooperation to assure that everyone is conveyed 
from Ithaca to Cortland and back in a safe and timely fashion. 
Thanks in advance for your help! 
We will begin boarding buses on the Ithaca campus promptly 
at 11am directly in front of Muller Faculty Center · the building 
near the flagpole. (Please note that this is a last minute change: 
your yellow ticket says the Egbert Union.) Student rnlunteers 
and Safety Division Officers will be on duty to assist you in boar-
ding the buses: • 
Please note. Since we have ordered buses based on the number 
of reservations for transportation you will be asked to show your 
yellow llus ticket before boarding the bus in both Ithaca and Cor-
tland. Be sure to keep your ticket! 
Just a few suggestions from the Station 
Master Joe Cia~chi's Unique Restaurant 
Assorted Veal Dishes ............... 9.75 
Chick.en Specia1t1"s. . . . . . . . .... 8.95 
Half Roast Duck w/Oran~e Sauce .... 10.95 
TBE STATION 
Localed on Taughannock Blvd at lh• foot of W. Buffalo SI 
IOR RESIRVAIIOHI PLUIE PHONE z 7 z • z e 0 8 
11:30 am-2 pm: Lunch at the Tower 
Club. (Reservations required Phone 274-3393) 
1:30 pm: Varsity Football. The Bombers 
at SUNY Cortland Davis Field (Tickets 
requ1rl-d) 
2 pm: Theatre. The Ph1/adelph,a Story See 
Friday, Nov 2 
3 pm: Music. Concert by the Symphonic 
Band, Ford Hall Aud1tonum 
1:30-7 pm: Dinner. Cafeteria style Union 
and Tower dmmg halls 
5:30-8 pm: Cocktails and Dinner. A 
'\oup-to-nut," stt-down dinner featunng a 
variety of entrees served 1n a candlelight 
atmosphere Terrace Dining Hall (Reserva 
!Ions nece,sary Phone 274-33011 
5:30-10 pm: Dinner at the Tower Club. 
See Fnday, Nov 2 
7:':io pm: School of Communication~ 
Banquet. L1m1ted to Comrnunicat1on, stu 
dent,, their parent, and Communications 
faculty Sheraton Inn Advance resrrvatmns 
required through the School 
8:30 pm: Theatre. Tht 1'111/11dc/ph111 '-.tor. 
See Friday. Nov 2 
8:45 pm: Music. Concert by th,· \',,cal J.111 
En,emble and ~tnng Orch,•str,1 i"I 1ck,·ts 
required, 
10 pm-I am: Parent~ Weekend Dann· 
Cash bar Terrace D1111ng 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 4 
9 am- I pm: Religiou~ Service~. '.",dwdul, 
po,ted at reg1strat1on 
10 am-I pm: Brunch. All d1n1n~ h.ill, 
Che.:k schedules !Tickets n·qu1recl• 
10 .am- I pm:' Hillel Bagel Brunch. L "'" 
road,. Egbert L'nion 
3 pm: Music. Concert b; the Choir. \\'<imen, 
Chorale and Symphonic Band Ford H,ill .\ud 
llonum (Tickets required! 
·----------------~ I Bring tbis ad for 1 
1 FREE CHAMPAGNE I ~ L~~h_~~!!L~;~2!."!.~_J 
4 ITHACA INTERNATIONAL "3~~"6~:s• 
AIRPORT RESTAURANT 
0 
OMEGA 
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Mondale for 
President 
On Tuesday, November 6, voters will be called upon to elect 
a president. Without a doubt, Walter F, Mondale is the clear 
choice for students and anyone else interested in the future of 
American education. 
This administration under the direction of Ronald Reagan, has 
cut federal aid to education and research by 25 percent. During 
the past four years, President Reagan has phased out Social 
Security educational benefits and has slashed the college loan pro-
gram, which helps children of workers and the needy receive a 
college education. President Reagan has also continually demand-
ed huge cuts in educational aid for handicapped children, disabl-
ed youths, and vocational training. Fortunately, Congress has 
been able to block these requests. All of these cutbacks however, 
disrupted, prevented or aborted college careers of 800,000 young 
Americans. 
Mondale and Vice-Presidential Candidate Geraldine Ferraro, 
on the other hand, have, like many of us attending c_ollege 
ourselves, recognized the importance of an education. Mondalf!' 
has proposed an $11 billion plan, known as the "Fund of Ex::'---
cellence", to revive federal aid programs slashed by Reaganomics. 
The Democratic party realizes that in order to "get our competitive 
edge back we must invest in education- for it's the most impor-
tant investment we can make in our future. " 
The "Fund of Excellence" would have an impact upon educa-
tion throughout all its levels. Grants would be provided to local 
school districts to improve the quality of the elementary and secon-
dary curriculum. Also, a portion of the money would be award-
ed to upgrading training in math, science, and computer 
technology. $11 million would be alotted for scientific research, 
and incentive would be offered to encourage brighter students to 
become math and science teachers. $3 billion would be used to 
restore programs for handicapped and minority students that 
Reagan has previously cut.In keeping with the educational pro-
cess, another $1.5 billion would aid college students. 
But perhaps the major reason for endorsing Walter Mondale 
comes from Mondale himself: "Our commitment must be that 
every person, regardless of income, should be able to attend col-
lege. We must preserve basic grants and guaranteed student loans 
to insure that talent, not wealth, is the test of admission to higher 
education. Every American must have a chance to get to col/ege, 
obtain the skills needed to be a productive citizen, and contribute 
to the greatness of this country. '' 
Time to Change Captains--
The Boat Stops Here 
To the Editor: said that your generation feels 
I see the stakes in this elec- you are going first class on the 
tion as being very high. Who is Titanic You are optimistic 
elected president for the next about your own economic 
four years may critically affect futures. but pessimistic about 
the well-being of my two the future of the world. 
children and all of us. Let me Reagan's tax cuts for affluent 
share with you my reasons for Americans may have helped 
choosing Walter Mondale. your family and won your 
1. I hav~ a daughter and a parents' support but his 
son. 1 want them to have an policies with respect to nuclear 
equal chance in life. Repgan is· weapons are like the captain of 
attacking equal rights for the Titanic driving full speed 
women. He has reversed the . ahead toward the iceberg. We 
Republican party's 40-year havG q choice of partying and 
support for an. Equal · Right~ not ·thinking about the danger, 
Amendment. He ·saxs it 'is . or changing captains. 
because there are , already · Why do I say Reagan is 
enough laws Of) th~ bo<?ks to·. heading toward nuclear war? 
pr~ct women from 'sex 1. Reagan believes it is possi-
discrlmi~tion. But the woman ble to win a nuclear war. Ac-
he appointed to enforce those cording to the NEW YORK 
laws resigned saying "The TIMES, senior Reagan Ad-
Reagan Administration is doing ministration officials said, "The 
everything · in its power to Administration intends to build 
underqiine laws now on tbe a capacity to fight nuclear wars 
books that' forbid sex that range{rom a lin)ited strike 
discrifQ.ination." One of his ad- trrough ci'Qrotracted c;on!li<;:t to 
visors .said ·recently that equal an all-out ·ex~hange." , 
pay for women doing ei'f4ally 2. Reagan has a long.record 
skillect°_ and· responsible ·work of ho~tility to arms Control 
was a "crazy idt'a. '.' My agreem~fts. He has opposed 
daughter . and my women e\'ery ag(eement negotiated 
student~ will have a . hard by both \~epublirn'n and 
enough time. without having to Democratic J.)(esiden~. 
fight tht' President. Mondale is 3. He is bul~ing new and 
a strong supporter of equal more dangerous., weapons at 
rights for·women. an unprecedented ratt'. The US 
2. I am worried about 11uc:lear and the USSR now have 
war snuffing out the future foi: 50,(){lO nuclear bombs. Reagan 
· you and tny children. one plans 28.00D mow! 
• analyst of student opinion polls 4-. Although Reagan attacks 
the US/USSR Nuclear Weapons 
Freeze. supported by 70-80 
percent of Americans, because 
he says ii is not verifiable, he 
has cut funding for research on 
letter verification. 
5. Reagan is not serious 
about arms control. His former 
Secretary of State, General 
Haig, called his Euromissiles 
proposal "absurd." His chief 
negotiator, Paul Nitze, doesn't 
think serious negotiations are 
possible until the U.S. gets way 
ahead in armaments, say "in 
ten years." Furthermore, the. 
Director of the U.S. Arms'Con- , 
trot and Disarmame'nt Agency, 
Kenneth Adelman, call$ 
negotiations a "sham." · 
There is a logic to the\Presi- . 
dent's position but look where 
it leads! 
Premise: 
1. Meaningful armsnegotiatidns 
with the Soviets are 
impossible. . 
2. Therefore, we can't control 
the arms race. .. 1 
3. Therefore. nuclear war' is 
inevitable. 
4. Therefore. we should be' 
prepared to "win." 
5. To "win," we must 1111 
Soviet missiles in their silos. 
6. We can only hit their 
missiles in their silos if we 
strike first. 
7. Therefore, we need a first-
strike nuclear war fighting 
capability. 
8. If the U.S. develops a first 
strike ability. so will the· 
So\'iets. 
Let The Facts Set The Record Stra_ight 
9. If both countries art· 
developing a first strike ability. 
Pach will want to strike first. 
10. Sooner or later. we'll have· 
a nuclear war. 
To the Editor: 
:\s an economist, I ap-
preciated 1\llan Benn's 
ctisrnursc on rlwloric: ii was 
\'<'ry intorrnati\'c. I did not 
1--nmv t11at \\'(' \\'Cf(' blt'SS<'<I 
with c1 rhetori<'i.rn. ,\s ,1 rlwtori-
n,rn. lw is Ul need ot some 
basic crnnom,c ,malys1s of th<· 
For cx<1mpl<·. changes in 
rnorwy 1<,ross Natior1c1I l'ro-
duc!i do not n<'<'<·ssarily wflect 
<·<·onom1<· growth. This was 
parucularly trlw during the 
Carter yec1rs wh<·n inflation 
distorted the GNP. For exam-
ple, in 1980. real GNP (adjusted 
for inflation) decreased 0.3 per-
cent and the estimate for 1984 
is an increase of 7.5 percent in 
real GNP. The unemployment 
changes are much more a 
function of the changes in our 
industry mix than of govern-
ment policy; i.e .. our economy 
has employed fewer in the 
"smokestack" industries· and 
more in the service and high 
tech indw,trics. Cons<·qut'ntly. 
we now have more structural-
ly <·mploycd wl1ich are not aid-
,.d bv t11e demand manage-
ment policies nf tlw Keyn<·-
si,ms or tlw CET:\ programs of 
pc1st Democratic administra-
tions. But they arc being 
,1ss1st<·d by the Job Training 
Partnership Act UTPA) of the 
Hcagc1n Administration which 
has in\'olved tht' business 
community in finding jobs in 
the private sector (70 percent 
placemt'nt) compared to 30 
percent for CET A cost of SlO 
billion. And yet flyers on our 
campus criticize Reagan for 
t'liminating training programs 
such as CET A! 
Moreover. the rate of 
unemployment is not a simple 
function of the number 
employed. The rate also 
reflects certain demographic 
and labor force participation 
changes which are not political 
in nature. For example, there 
has been a larger than normal 
innt'ast' in the numl>rr of peo-
ple cntt~ring the labor torn· .. m-
cluding monf w0men par-
ticipating and the post-World 
War II bahy boom moving 
through the labor force. 
The poverty figurt's repre-
sent an O\'t'rstatem<·nt of the 
poor since they do not include· 
in-kind bt'rwfits. The high infla-
tion of the.Cartt'r years and the 
change in our industry m,x 
have been major factors in 
causing the increases in pover-
ty. The Reagan Administration 
has lowered the eligibility level 
for food stamps from 180 per-
cent pf the poverty line to 130 
percent of the poverty line 
which has resluted in families 
with incomes ()Ver 17,000 to be 
ineligibie for food stamps but 
has· allowed those with in-
comes of less 'than S13,ooo to 
receive increased benefits. I 
would submit that this helps 
the needy and takes from 
those who are not lsobadlyJ in 
need. The economic recovery 
was stunulated by the tax cuts. 
yet 'the rich paid 4.3 percent 
more in taxes in 1982 than in 
1981. 
As for my "charge" that the 
srn:ialists live less well than tht' 
capitalists, I would direct your 
attention to the contrast of 
economic progress and human 
liberty in Western market 
economies with the lack of tht' 
same in Eastern Europe. This 
is easier to verify than a 
nuclear freeze. 
Thanks to Dr. Benn for in-
structing me as to the meaning 
of rhetoric that I decry, that 
Which "substitutes emotion. 
partisanship, innuendo for 
evidence." I trust that the 
evidenf.e I have su6mitted 
. here will allow us to clear away 
emotion and make a choice in 
. favor of economic growth and 
freedom by voting for Ronald 
Reagan. 
Frank W. Musgrave 
Professor of Economics 
Following this logic, Reagan 
proposes a pie-in-the-sky "Star 
wars" defense instead of 
serious negotiations because if 
it worked it might make 
fighting nuclear wars "safer." 
Mondale. on the other hand. 
proposes negotiating an im-
mediate halt to the deadly 
arms race and then gradual 
reductions. 
It is time to change captains 
and to turn away from the in-
creasing likelihood of nuclear 
war. 
Michaet Yarrow 
Sociology Department 
The following editorials do-
not necessarily reflect the opi-
nions of the Ithacan staff. All 
Letters to the Editor must be 
received by Sunday, s:oo pm 
at the Ithacan office, Landon 
Hall basemerit. Please include 
name. and phone number 
where you can be reached. .__ ___;., _________. 
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, . . Ma.(~ ~cHugh--''Public 
Servic_e ~ot ,·Just Lip Service'' 
I I ' 
To the Editor: 
It is encouraging 16 see thnt 
there are students who care 
enough about the future o,f our 
nation to have registered to 
vote in this year's erecli().fl. 
While the presidential race has 
taken most of the headlines 
and much of our aJtention. we 
will also be eretting this coun-
try's next H9use of Represen-
tatives. For those :Ithaca Col-
lege students who registered 
to vote here in Tomkins Coun-
--ef,- there is a very important 
race betw_cen the incumbent 
Democrat Matt McHugh and his 
· ·Republican challenger. Connie 
,...,---ecfok. .. 
Of all the issues that 
members of Congress must 
confront each year. there is 
none more compelling than 
that of the nucle,1r arms race. 
It subsumes every other pro-
blem of ow time because if it 
is not stopped and reversed, 
there will be no future time in 
which to contemplate any 
issues, The records of Matt 
McHugh anci Connie Cook are 
very clear in this regard. and 
people should not have dif-
ficulty deciding how they want Cook feels that, as a member 
to vote. HcHugh has been a of Congress. it would really not 
vocal and forceful proponent be her role to monitor how our 
of a 'mutual and verifiable money is spent. She has said 
freeze :on the further produc- she would "prefer to trust the 
,lion and deployment of nuclear Joint Chiefs of Staff and the 
weapons. He has been a ma- Department of Defense" on 
jqr sponsor of the freeze spending for armaments. And 
~_rpendrnent in Congrel's. Fur- then she goes and calls Matt 
thermore. he has been a McHugh a big spender. 
thoughtful, prudent an~lyst of The people of Ithaca and 
our defense budget. He has Tompkins Co!c!nty have been 
support~d som·e_me~ures to fortunate in having Matt 
crihance our military McHugh as their representative 
tapabilities, but has resisted for the last five terms. His com-
giving the Pentagon a blank mitmcnt to peaceful and 
check io draw· on .our tax humane solutions to the 
dollars for wasteful and nuclear issues that confront us 
pointless new weapons has been unwavering. He has 
systems. been informed rather than 
The positions taken by Con- naive, and direct rather than 
nie Cook are significantly .dif- opportunistic in his stand on 
ferent. She has stated that she the choices he has had to 
supports the idea of a freeze, · make. He has given public ser-
but that she doubts its 'prac- . vice, not just lip service. to ef-
ticability, its negotiability, and forts for ending the threat of a 
its usefulness. Her one qualm global holocaust. He deserves 
about the MX is that it "isn't our support and our votes in 
good enough: we need November. 
something better." She would 
like to see us develop new 
nuclear weapons systems. On 
the issue of defense spending. 
Joel Savishinsky 
Anthropology Dept. 
Quantity vs Quality 
To the Editor: 
Yes. college football is quite 
exciting this year. On October 
20. 1984, I could have seen. on 
television. these thrilling 
games: Georgia rolling over 
\'anclrrb1lt. 62-35; Miami whip-
ping once-mighty Pittsburgh. 
27-7: and Iowa blanking 
Michigan. 26-0. I also could 
have watched South Carolina 
beat Notre Dame. 36-32, but 
watching Notre Dame these 
days is about as laughable as 
watching Cornell play football. 
Cornell's contest. by the way, 
was televised on PBS that day. 
Have these TV programmers 
any mercy? 
Football fans are really "en-
thused" over all of this cxcite-
rnent. :\HC's college football 
rating of 7.7 this season is 
down 19 prrcent frorn t983's 
9.5. while CBS is clown 39 per-
cent (9.1 to 5.5). Anet that 
Syracuse-Nelm1sku upset hall 
footb,111 fans across the nation 
sitting on the edge of their 
scats. as the game's 0.9 televi-
sion rating indicates. (Figure~ 
from Sports Illustrated. Oc-
tober 15, 1984. p. 78) 
Let's look at some of the bor-
ing National Football League 
games played the next clay. 
The Indianapolis Colts· win 
over the Pit1sburgh Steelrrs 
was definitely a bigger upset 
than the St. Louis Cardinals· 
win over the \\'ashington Red-
skins. And what a <lull game 11 
was: a last-second field goal 
for a 26-24 win over last year's 
Super Bowl finalists. The Los 
Angeles Raiders-San Diego 
Charg«"rs game was a yawner: 
4-1--37 games almost always 
put me to sleep. Finally. the 
Sunday night game. featuring 
the New Orleans Saints and the 
Dallas Cowboys, must have 
been an exercise in tedium: the 
cowboys only came from 
behind, 27-6, 10 win :m-21. in 
overtime. 
The next time you clccide to 
Finding Solitude Can 
Be a Problem 
A library is the symbol of learning. Aisle upon aisle of literature, 
complete silence, and an air filled with intellectual thoughts creates 
an environment where an individual can fulfill his every academic 
need. Horizons are expanded, goals are met and ideas are born 
in these buildings. 
One particular afternoon, I sat in the Ithaca College library and 
attempted to write a research paper. The atmosphere was unusual-
ly quiet as I began research at the National Newspaper Index. I 
was surprised, however, that the usually helpful library staff was 
in conference over my shoulder. Their idle challer did not bother 
me as much as their failure to answ_er a telephone within six rin1!s. 
After selecting the articles I needed, I proceeded to view them, 
but was greeted by a group of noisy students on a library-run tour 
of the research facilities. While attempting to read the articles, 
I was surrounded by students who obviously did not want to do 
what they were doing and had no understanding about what they 
were doing. This created an unacceptable studying environment. 
There/ ore, I complained to the librarian in charge and was told 
that the tour would soon be over. It was aver soon, but was pro-
mptly fo(/owed by another tour of the same type. 
As the day wore on, I began to make some progress on my 
paper. By going upstairs to a remote spot, If ound some solitude. 
Soon, a couple sat across from me and began a conversation. I 
learned their problems front to back, and was not pleased in do-
ing so. I was relieved when a librarian came by to limit the cou-
ple's voices. This, however, resulted in an argument and increas-
ed the noise which forced me to move to another spot. Ten 
minutes later, I noticed the couple leaving the building with their 
work done and conversation in high gear. 
No one in particular can be blamed for the failure of our library 
as a suitable studying environment. The problem lies in the ar-
chitecture of the building. The Ithaca College library is designed 
to be a hall for social gathering with its central stairway and sur-
rounding desks. Picture windows enable those on the third floor 
to see all below, and the lack of offices/or librarians forces them 
to be social at the students' expense. Maybe there are students 
who study well with the ringing of phones and idle chatter sur-
rounding them, but I do not. To combat this I now bring a 
Walkman to the library so I can choose the noise I hear. 
compare the NFL with tht' 
NCAA ,.or CF:\, who cares 
anymore'!). please rherk 
David A. Raskin '86 
Planned Studies 
back who could not throw the· 
ball over Too Tall Jones· waist. 
John Bush 
figures and look at some of the.--------------.. 
other games played that The following editorial!:> do 
weekend. 1 do not think there not necessarily reflect the opi-
is any question as 10 which nions of the Ithacan staff. All 
level offers the higher quality Letters to the Editor must be 
of football. For :his football fan received by Sunday, 8:00 pm 
anyway. 1 would rather watch at the Ithacan office. Landon, 
Dan Marino throw four Hall basement. Please incllldc 
touchdown passes than a name. and phone number 
"superstar" college quarter- ..._w_h_e_re_y_o_u_c_a_n_b_e_r_e_a_ch_e~d_. _ __, 
''Better Off'' or Better Paycheck? 
To the Editor: 
Ronald Reagan. in his sum-
mation of the first debate, ask-
ed us all what has become the 
question of the month: "Are 
you better off today than you 
were four years ago?" The 
question was an invitation to 
assess the quality of our lives. 
Every single time that I have 
heard that question asked, the 
response has centered around 
rnaterial well-being. Do we 
have more money? A new car? 
Our first, or second house? A 
larger diagonally measured col-
or television? If the answer is 
"yes," then we head for the 
polls on Novcrnbcr 6 and re-
elect the current 
admmistration. 
But wait. 
Wh}' arc we selecting 
material well-bemg as our 
yardstick for the "quality of 
life?" 
Let's choose for a moment a 
new barometer. Let's think, as 
humanitarians. about the 
"quality of life." When any 
other human being is suffering, 
our own quality of life also suf-
fers. When 35.3 million people 
in our nation are living in 
poverty--6 million more than 
four years ago--we arc not, in-
dividually or collectively. bet-
ter off. When one out of every 
four children in this country Le; 
not adequately nourished. 
sheltered. or cared for. we arc 
not. as "fellow Americans." 
better off. 
Without rattling off all of the 
statistics mounted against the 
Reagan Administration in the 
area of basic human rights, let 
me point out two. Approx-
imately ten percent of the 
federal budget is devoted to 
programs to provide 
neccssities--food. shelter, and 
health-rare--for low income 
families. A Congressional 
Budget Office study shows that 
more than fifty percent of all 
the budget cuts made in 1981. 
1982. and 1983 were concen-
trated in that ten percent of the 
budget. Meanwhile. as Robert 
Greenstein, Director of the 
Center on Budget and Policy 
Priorities. points out. the 
federal tax burden of families 
a1 the poverty line are typical-
ly double or triple what they 
were six years ago. 
"One test of the fiber of a 
society." Greenstein writes. "Le; 
its treatment of those who are 
less fortunate." Today, one 
thing stands out. AS a nation 
who cares for all of her people. 
we are cc·rtainly not better off 
today than we were four years 
ago. And that, despite my new 
job. car, and toaster oven. 
makes me angry. frustrated. 
and sad. And that is one of the 
things which will be on my 
rnind as I head for the poll next 
Tuesday. 
Calvin T. Herst 
Musk: Dept. 
\ ., .,.. 
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. ITHACA COLLEGE 
PARENTS WEEKEND SALE 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
CLOTHING 
Sweatshirts, T-shirts, 
Running Shorts 
(except heavy weight sweatshirts) 
1/2 PRICE ! ! ! 
a 11Ill-l\l tl1 l 
$ 
Nike Spirits 
Nike Diablos 
Nike Oceanias 
Nike Yankee Ladies 
Nike Al1-Courts 
Nike Court Force 
Northstar Aero-Dancers 
Tiger Bengals 
Nike Field Generals 
Nike Bruins 
Le Coq Sportif Team 
Le Coq Sportif Noahs 
Nike Legends 
Tiger Universe 
PLUS MORE MODELS AT BOTH PRICE POINTS 
Adidas: Regular Sale E llesse: Regular 
A TP/Futura $59.95 $44.95 Diana $53.95 
Boston $34.95 S26.50 Firenze $59.95 
Grand Prix $44.95 Sll.95 Como $29.95 
Indoor Court $29.95 S2l.95 Napoli $61.95 
Infinity $74.95 $49.95 Ustica $59.95 
Falmouth $34.95 S26.50 Venezia $39.95 
N.ew York $48.95 S36.95 Tiger: 
Oregon $45.95 $34.50 Esquire $49.95 
Lendl Comp $79.95 S49.95 Excalibur GT $69.95 
Masters $39.95 $29.95 Nike: 
Pro-Shell $49.95 $37.95 L' Aerobique $32.95 
Te~nis Champ $29.95 $23.95 Lady Meadow Sup. $32.95 
Tennis Comfort $51.95 $38.95 Terra Trainers $59.95 
Triad $42.95 $33.95 Transit $39.95 
J. Gould College Outfitters 
111 :'\orth Aurora Street. Ithaca. N.Y. 
Sale 
$33.95 
$39.95 
$24.95 
S42.95 
$39,.95 
S29.95 
$33.95 
S54.95 
S26.95 
S24.95 
S39.95 
$29.95 
_ ... ________ _..._______ J 
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SOUTH HILL 
The Arts and Entertainment Guide 
I.C. Celebrates "The Twilight Zone" 
by Alan Haft 
"You unlock- this door with 
the key of imagination. Beyond 
it is another dimension-a 
dimension of sound, a dimen-
sion of mind. You're moving 
into a land of both shadow and 
substance, things and ideas. 
You've just crossed over into ... 
THE TWILIGHT ZONE" 
These were the famous 
opening words which opened 
a new television series on Oct. 
2, 1959. The founder of the new 
series was Rod Serling. a man 
whose imagination extended 
further than any other writer I 
and many other people have 
ever known. The TWilight Zone 
ran for 5 years, consisting of 
156 episodes. The Twilight 
Zone was full of ingenious 
plots and surprise endings. In 
case you have never seen an 
episode, this is a perfect exam-
ple of why The Twilight Zone 
is a T. V. series to remember. 
(With great thanks to Rod 
Serling). 
"Time Enough At Last" 
Staring Burgess Merideth 
Burgess Merideth portrays a 
frail man who wears about 
one-inch thick reading glasses. 
These glasses are of great use 
to him because he does not 
stop reading. He reads 
everything from long novels to 
the labels on products. At his 
job at the bank, he goes 
downstairs into the vault to 
read. When he goes back 
upstairs he learns that while he 
was downstairs reading, an 
atomic bomb destroys the 
human race. Being the only 
person alive, he now has 
'Time enough at last' to read 
everything he's ever wanted to 
without anyone around to 
bother him. Stacking up the 
library books sky-high and get-
ting ready to start reading, he 
bends down to pick up an ob-
ject. His glasses (the only ob-
ject which allows him to see) 
fall off and break. He now is a 
blind man in a lifeless world. 
Get the catch? 
This year is a special year for 
The Twilight zone. 1984 marks 
it's 25th anniversary. Along 
with CBS's development of a 
new Twilight ZQne series (due 
out sometime next year) and 
the Museum of Broadcasting 
honoring Rod serling, Ithaca 
College is holding special 
events in rememberance of 
this classic show. Well, it's not 
really the show that is so 
special, it was the man behind 
ii which made it such a classic. 
In the early 1970's, students 
of Ithaca college were very for-
tunate to have a very special 
man teach at I.C. He was, and 
still is remembered as an 
ethical human being, a great 
writer and a man who truly 
cared about everyone. His 
name ......... Rod Serling. 
I sat down with Dr. Ben 
Crane, the producer of the 
radio adaptation of a classic 
Twilight Zone being performed 
this weekend and discussed 
the anniversary of The Twilight 
Zone. Dr. Crane has adapted a 
Twilight Zone episode, "The 
Monsters Are Due On Maple 
Street" into a radio production 
being recorded Saturday. 
November 3, 10:00 am in the 
Arena Theater. Everyone is 
welcome. There is no cost but 
seating is limited. Thanks to Dr. 
Crane and the assistant pro-
ducer of this production, Stacy 
Reisenweaver, I received 
many facts which contributed 
to this article. 
This weekend. special 
events commemorating The 
Twilight Zone are happening 
here, at Ithaca College. 
First, Friday, November 2. at 
2:00 pm in the Muller Chapel, 
Buck Haughton a major con-
tributer and the producer of 
The TWilight Zone for the first 
3 years will be conducting a 
question-answer discussion 
about the show. On the same 
day, at 6:30, in Textor 102, Mr. 
Haughton will be discussing 
"The Twilight Zone: Ethics and 
Writing." And in cooperation 
with Viacom Enterprises, there 
will be several screenings of 
classic episodes. There is no 
cost and everyone is en-
couraged to attend. 
If you never saw a Twilight 
zone episode, you can usual-
ly catch them on late night T.V. 
(Or, go to Textor Hall Friday to 
see a few classics). 
Don't Miss 
''The Philadelphia 
Story'' 
Beginning November 6, you 
can take a step back in time. 
"Philadelphia Story," written 
by Philip Barry, is a witty com-
edy which takes a humorous 
look at the lifestyle of the 
wealthy. 
The life of an old, affluent 
Philadelphia family of the 
1930's is viewed through the 
eyes of two magazine 
reporters. The plot becomes 
more intricate when these 
reporters try to pursue an in-
side story about life on 
Philadelphia's Main Line. 
" the prettiest sight in this fine 
pretty ·world is the privileged 
clans enjoying its privilege." 
This statement reflects Barry's 
view at the time. 
·'Philadelphia Story" opened 
in New York on March 28, 1939 
and ran through March 30, 
194-0. Tracy Lord was por-
trayed by Katharine Hepburn 
and was one of her greatest 
theatrical successes. 
Ithaca College's version will 
be directed by Arno Selco, 
associate professor of theatre 
arts. Amanda Naughton will 
star as Tracy Lord. The cast 
also includes Donna Kutner 
(Dinah Lord). John Taylor (San-
dy Lord), Donna Hill (Margaret 
Stay Tuned to WVIC 
They find themselves in the 
middle of the LOrd family's ac-
tivities on the day before the 
second marriage of their 
divorced daughter. 
The Lords are a family (one 
of "old money") whose 
lifestyle is semi-formal, semi-
casual and this forms a 
backdrop for a frenetic love 
triangle among the daughter, 
her ex-husband and fiancee. 
Lord), Jameson Bradly (Seth 
Lord), w. David Wilkins (Uncle 
Willie), Ken Krugman (Mike 
connor), catherine Weidre (Liz 
lmbrue), John Bowler (Dexter 
Haun), Mathew Ellis (George 
Kitterectge), and Julie Cotton 
(Ellsie). 
WVIC is a student-run radio 
station and an ABC network af· 
filliate. II can be heard on the 
FM cable System. as well as 
on the AM band. 
WVIC is most noted for its 
special shows which run Sun-
day through Saturday. It takes 
several people to put the 
shows together and present 
them. Over 100 people are in-
volved in the departments 
combined. There is always 
room for more volunteers and 
you don't have to be a com-
munications major 10 take part. 
Because the shows cover a 
range of topics it enables peo-
ple with varied interests to get 
involved. 
Beginning on Sunda{ at 
3:00pm until 6:00PnJ, WVIC 
airs "The Hottest Hits Count-
down," with Stacey 
Reisemcnber. John Meaney 
and Janet Snyder. 
From 6:00 until 7:00pm it's 
"Sports Wrap." This show is a 
roundup of the week in sports 
and features athletic events of 
IC, Cornell u .. and Ithaca High 
School. The highlights of the 
show are the call-in interviews 
along with sports trivia. You 
are eligible for a gift certificate 
if YOU_fill_Swer correctly. 
From 7-8:oopm is "106 
Magazine." This show focuses 
on general issues and usually 
has an interview session with 
one guest. The discussion is 
channeled towards one basic 
issue. 
Another show where call-ins 
are welcome is "Why Line." 
Produced by Pam Palmer and 
Tom Tarello. "Why Line" 
d~votes one hour to issues 
geared to making students 
more aware. The topics range 
from health concerns to cam-
pus events. The discussion is 
centered around guest 
speakers from Ithaca College, 
Cornell University or the Ithaca 
community. 
On a lighter note, every Mon-
day through Friday at 12 noon 
is the "Hot Lunch Special," 
directed by Greg Leiberman. 
They play all the top hits, but 
not those categorized as 
"bubble-gum" pop. WVIC likes 
to cater to the tastes of the 
students. They play what 
everyone on campus likes to 
listen to. 
There are shows every day 
that emphasize different areas 
of music and expose people to 
individual artists. On Tuesday, 
Dave Juskow directs a show 
geared toward a particular ar-
tist and his or her music. On 
Wednesday, there is also a 
show called "Logical Progres-
sion." that delves more deep-
ly into the history of the artist's 
life and career. Rich Miller, a 
freshman. has done a good job 
With it. 
Wednesday also features 
"Wednesday wave,·· directed 
by Jill Maxik. The show brings 
you new · wave music, new 
runes and hits. 
On Thursday, WVIC takes a 
step back ·in time with "The 
Oldies Show·· hosted by Scott 
Jasman. You can also hear a 
one-man Motown show. This 
show features Motown and 
other soul music. You can call 
in with requests and questions; 
they want to hear from you. 
Freshman Kevin Gowns and 
Pam Miller direct this show, 
known as "City Motivation." 
It's not all music specials on 
WVIC. Tuesday is comedy 
night with Jeff Hetzel. Don't 
miss his impressions. 
Who oversees all of these 
shows and makes sure they 
run smoothly? Sue Osinchak is 
highly involved with this task, 
along with Mark Wigler who 
The theme of this perfor-
mance is summed up in a line 
spoken by one of the reporters. 
Go see Philadelphia Story 
and enjoy a light, fast-paced 
night of entertainment. 
see WVJC page /5 c__ ___________ sta_f_f.:..ph_o_to_b...;,y_A_daJJI _ Rl_esn_e_r 
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Purlgi£·s delivers the "good times!" 
Now-we deliver our complete menu ... to your door! 
YOU RING, WE BRING! 
X. Clip these pages of our menu. and SAVE them! X 
Purlgiets Pi33a 
GOOD TIME PIZZA. 
PASTA & SOBS 
Ta 
I -~·a/ ·, 
\._-'-I>~-<..___,, 
"We Deliver the Good limes!" 
DELIVERY MENO 
272-7600 
HOT SUBS 
HOTRO>.STOf'eL.ET ~,,_..,.,,..,...,.,_ q-..C)<O. I" ,.,,.,...i ..,.,,1 
!;jW\ ~i,,.,t,,..1,t>.o<t>,,Qu,-~"'r V"""'lo,jr.,""''l'"j • 4Ur.J•1-...i,.,,1 
PUCGR: i,ullGUI , ,.,.,,, t,,<j,....... t,,,•,~· ............ ''" ........... ,,.,, .... " ......... . 
c,...,,._,~....,.,.. .. ,,,,.,.,.,.,_.,,.1..,,-,.,........,., 
nAl.J.Y1~51'f.CW , .. ....,.,,..,...,,, • ....., ,..,_,.. 1~•""' """"" 
t,_..,..-~\_,.. ... 
Ottt.SLSTt.M ('-t,,,_ 1.,. ...... ,, ................ , ,,_, ... 1,,,.,_, _,, ......... , 
r.........,.. "'11u,;rl.or,,on 
HOT 1"(.AftlAU. ~ (.,,,.,..1 l-" hornolNI -h l\•~r- • -· ,...., '4"'.,.. 
..,....,...,,-q, ............ l'd ... l'\41 ... ,'4..,,.....,_.. . .....,, ... ., .......... ,,_.... ... 1 
..,.._,~to,.,,.,,'"""",,........, .... 
COLD SUBS (MEDIUM OR LARGE) 
&tMR sue a..,,.,~"'"'.-.,.,..,,. .. ,~,....,~......,.... 4,, __ ... , 
c'-<hl:q,l'd-.,.f'.,,,......,rnln,....,,, ",.rs,,oll ..,.......,.,.~..,.., "111/Y 
TI\STf:fllt.AT' 
!1,11,KLDHAA ~'-"' ,_.. ",._ • .,,,,_,._ .,.,,.~,....,, ...... 
~1p11:no,ll, .. ,""9"',,,..,...,•I 
COl.D"°"5TO#~tJ...0,.l1""''1''""'"""''''--'~"','""' ,,.,._......, 
~....:11--. 1«,mVudo,...,._,.,....,..,, 
r,A,lJAl'I ..... ,~ ,..,. .... ~ •1><4'1.-'"l""">I'' ,,,.,.,.,, ,._.,. ·-· 
IIP""-°"c."""91'~ 
STROMBOLI 
f'"'1 UnlQl'TltnllOrbtt'ld~t,,tlw,d-°"'d•l ..... i•'~ ......... I 
AtnfflcM'I~ "-" pq,pn..-. ~ -.d 'I'.....,~ tom.,n _,. r 
....:1 ~ Al'lf.l,I..~ ~ OA VJtGl 
f'hc:Jrc, '°' DelM'l"Y n2 1600 
I_., ... ,. I ••O• .,..,, ., •'' • .J <•w I• • ., "' I ' 
1• •~' I -·l' •h ' • 1 ' "• • ,. ,- •'" •" 
~ Ir"' .. -~.- , .. ,. .... • • ,, •• • - ' .. ' • 
,~- .i<, .. ,__,, .... _.,. ,..,,~ ·--~ •• , ' •• , ••• " .. ' •• • ' • 
1..- ... ~••1,.-1 .. ~,,.1,. -·-~· ....... ~. , ., , "', 
FREE COI\ES WITH AU DELJ\llcRED PIZZAS!! 
SMAl.l. PIZZA WIGE PIZZA ~~p ~~ 
-· a-SlicCS · 12 Snee; -- 16Sik:cs --
includes includes includes 
2 Cokes. FREE! 4 Cokes. FREE! 4 Cokes, FREE! 1-••1 1....._,2, 1..-n, 
·1· OUR FAMOUS PARTY PIZZA ; 
It's humongous-Our Pride & Joy!! I I 30 Sbccs includes 6 Cokes, FREE! ,..- • 11 
I A REAL HIT AT ANY OFFICE PARTY. DORM. ' 
, _ FRATERNITY OR SORORITY GATHERING' 
Choot.t lrom 
• ~ppcroni • l'\eaot S.,Cr 
• 11.aNn Sau11-Agt' • lo•N"n ~, 
•l"'lulJ'll'()orns •OM, 
• ~ ChttM" • Hall (. H.alf Co<"nbln.lllO<lt I 
, ..... , .... \272-76001 
____ J 
PASTA I 
SPAG~~~ <:!.~~TONI I 
, ............. ,.,,,._., ..,_.,._,....,.,-,,..1~---1-"',_,.' , ...... ,.. i 
i LASAGNA - OUR SPECIAL TY I 
A GLORIOOS CREATION 
l\w,...,.,, •• l'•..i.., ,,.... l.a&..o., __ ,_, •"'..,_ ,,~.., •• ,.., • ,._I .....,,u..,r~ "'" ~, 
... JAd,"-•"''"""'' .,,,,..,._..1,, .. ,_j!I 
WINGS-P<IDGIE STYLE 
' SALADS • FRIES 
~ill:J "'"""'""''"IJ(.I y,or,., t1• 
YOUU. ~ Y, . n«hl(S FOR rnE GOOD TIME. PUDG1Er 
113 I. AURORA ST. 
277-3854 (across 1rom Plums) 
OPEN 7 DAYS - OPEN LATE THURS. I FRI. 
. -
, I 
LIP•SYNC· 
CONTEST 
AT THE HAUNT · 
SATURDAY, NOV.10th_ 
Registration is free but limited, 
so hurry down to the Haunt at 
114 W. Green St. or call 273-7677 
by Friday, Nov. 9th 
Try to mouth the words to your fa_vorite group's 
or artist's hit song while imitating that group or artist 
in dress and dance. You provide the rec~nd and we'll 
provide the fun, lights, and prizes! 
$500 IN CASH AND PRIZES TO BE AWARDED! 
including: 
$200 in cash for the BEST GROUP 
$100 in cash for the BEST INDIVIDUAL ARTIST 
GIFT CERTIFICATES from Paparazzi 
and much more! 
If Ronald Reagan had his way in cutting 
funds for Work Study and National 
Direct Student Loans there would be 3 
million fewer college students today. 
RETURN 
MATT McHUGH 
TO CONGRESS 
28th District 
Matt Believes, 'An Investment in 
Education, 
Is an Investment in Our Future.' 
100 Rating - Action Committee for Higher EducatiOOJ. 
91 Rating - American Asso'Ciation of University ~ 
Women Endorsed by National Education Association~ 
Endorsed by New York State United Teachers. 
Paid For By The Friends of Matt McHugh 
• 
~ -~-~---........ ----------------------------------------. 
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'' Alice in Blunderland'' was Wonderful 
by Jay Schneiderman 
I was apprehensive when I 
went to sec "Alice in 
Blundcrland." I knew the play 
was produced by a local 
nuclear freeze group. I knew 
that some of the participants 
had never acted before. I knew 
the play had been in rehearsal 
for only a few weeks. So I 
expected an immature produc-
tion with a lot of diehard freeze 
advocates clapping suppor-
tively. But, I forgot to take into 
account two things that would 
dispell my limited expecta-
tions. One, is that Ithaca 
abounds with talent. Between 
the two universities and the 
general non-competitive, 
cultural air of the town, Ithaca 
becomes attractive to many 
creative and tal~nted people. 
Secondly, it was not just 
another play. The people were 
not getti!1S,Paid for their time. 
Tbey were involved to, benefit 
I • 
a. cause . that . they 'deeply 
believed itj and t~eir feelings of 
love- and hope came out in 
every \VOr~. 
The ~lay,opens with a strong 
voe.al solo by Paul Gibbons 
called .·:God Save us from 
Ourselves," accompanied by a 
five pie{:e.pit band consisting 
of such local talent as Michael 
Wellen .-dn: drµms and Susan 
Graetz on banjo and 12-string 
guitar. Als9 worth special men-
tion are the two vocal solos by 
Angie Schiele, who plays the 
cat, both of which brought 
tears to rny eyes. The twenty-
seven rnernber cast, ranging in 
age from children to scnior-
cnizens. works well together in 
creating an enchanting ancl 
inspirational musical. 
As the name implies. the 
play is taken from Lewis Car-
roll's famous story ",\lice in 
Wonderland." In this story. 
quite different from the 
original. a young girl is taken 
through the looking glass into 
a ficticious place called 
Blunderland. Her only goal is to 
discpvcr the truth. Alice. the 
you~g girl. soon finds that 
things arc not all well and good 
in Blunderland. The people 
have been led to believe that 
the dreaded Jaherwalkce 
poses a great threat to their 
personal lives although no one 
has ever really seen a 
jabet,wajkec. · 
. A pfoduct called "fairy dust" 
is being 'manufactured to pro-
tect · th6 people from the 
impending danger. But, the 
HELP 
WANTED 
lnuncdi.llc p..art·ti.rnc pot.jtion 
.available ior college student 
to represent trJvcl comp.111y 
00 c.uJlpu&. £..u-11 COIIUl~l, 
work c!!Lpcn•.,w.,· .uKI frt!lC 
travcL 
Beachcomber Toun. 
1325 Millersport Hgwy 
W1lllamsv1tte. N Y 14221 
716-632-3 723 
I.C. PARENTS 
WEEKEND -
,:~·· i,~~ 
IS 1n the --- r-
eye of the~?~ 
beholder -1 • 
> 
~pecial ·I.<-. \. '• !o 
parent, "eekcnd ~ 
sale, Saturd1') / ! 
on I) ! ' '---·- -· 
All 14kl je"eler) " 
40-50 percent orr 
from noon to 4pm. 
See the nc" '85 
jewelr} rashion, 
at our storl'- in 
collegetown. 
Lcaus~ ~ are 
mhlled to Qval,t:,, 
dust itself has become the pro-
blem. It is ruining the air, settl-
ing on trees and grass and 
thereby destroying the beauty 
of Blunderland. In addition. the 
Forest Gnomes, who perhaps 
have been exposed to the 
largest amounts of fairy dust. 
have been giving birth to less 
than beautifully shaped babies. 
But. fairy dust is big business 
in Blunderland and soon, Alice 
• 
learns that plans for a new fairy 
dust factory on beautiful 
Oyster Beach are to be an-
nounced at the Oyster conven-
tion that evening. 
The Walrus, who controls the 
manufacture of fairy dust, is 
banking on convincing the hard 
working inhabitants of Oyster 
Beach that the plant will be 
safe and create jobs for all the 
o sters. A rabbit who knows 
" 
- ·-
how dangerous and un-
necessary the dust is. is plan-
ning on showing up at the con-
vention and telling the people 
the facts on fairy dust in hopes 
that they'll reject the new fac-
tory. But the rabbit falls victim 
to an evil conspiracy to stop 
her from stirring up opposition 
leaving Alice as the only one 
at the convention knowing the 
see Blunder/and page 15 
('olle~elo\\ n .le" l'ler, 
115 Dnden Rd. llhtll':l Fora 20" x 28" lull-color POSterol th1sed. 1«1nd 1800 check or rnonevorder payab'e roAnhouser-Bukh.lnc Dept 11·0. One Busch Ptaco St Louis, M063110 Allow 4-6 woeka 
Offer eJl()1res Docember 31. 196.t \ro1d whOre proh1t>1ted BU[,Wf1S[hff1°1t1NQO, D[t:,r! •• r ... ,sauOSfDl'I YOU"'lAAH!USt:AISUSC ... ~~ • S1 lOO•S 
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Murphy's 
Musical Notes 
• 
• L~t's Dance with BoWie 
! . -- . ~ ... __ - - . 
use of the "Borneo Horns," a perform\r as volatil~ as ~wie. 
continuing trend with Bowie. Furthermore, Bowie's haste to 
The former is fast reggae, follow up "Let's Dance" has 
while the latter reminds me of produced two distinctive sides 
a so's swing song performed to his album. Try going to the 
by a Motown group. Both local record store and asking if 
songs are pleasing for the mo- you can buy the secong side of 
menr, but nor memorable. "Tonight." Otherwise, don't 
by Scott Murphy 
One and a half years after his 
"Let's Dance" album, David 
Bowie has released a new LP 
entitled "Tonight." Bowie 
clearly had had a hard time 
deciding which audience he 
should aim for, so he caters to 
both adults and teens by 
releasing a side for each 
following. The results are, for 
the most part, disappointing.-
"Loving the Alien" is a 
medium tempo anthem featur-
ing the use of a marimba and 
synthesized strings. The 
dubbed nature of the song 
gives the impression of much 
of Bowie's singing. A song 
lasting seven minutes had bet-
ter be quite good. Considering 
that the excellenl"Let's 
Dance" lasted almost eight 
minutes, "Loving the Alien" is 
overproduced schlock. 
Continuing in the adult con-
temporary style. Bowie belts 
out songs which were penned 
in the 60's and 70's. "Don't 
Look Down" is a slow, un-
distinguishable song which is 
not even worth mentioning. 
"God only knows" is the 
worst song on the album. 
Lowering his singing an oc-
tave, Bowie competes with 
swirling violins. The overall 
effect of the song is likened to 
a slow swing band performing 
at a junior high school concert. 
Bowie redeems himself 
somewhat by pairing up with 
Tina Turner to perform 
"Tonight." The reggae-
coll no• (516) 481 • 4034 
Toll free 800•222•TEST 
Adelphi University Preparation Courses ,a. ~EagleAvenue, Wn!He11111stead, NY11552 
.,,,. "'°""''""~• '"''"'"""c,"'" •• ,..,.,,,,n.,,., '"' 
ADIU'H 
GUARANTEE: Score in the lop ZS¾ 
or take the next course FREE. 
\t \' A:Jj ~/ 0 \ r:r· 
\\ 
"Dancing With the Big Boys," support a multi-millionaire in 
a duel between Bowie and his uest for more gold. , 
Iggy Pop, may be the bt)St I!!!!!~-~~-~---
\ song on the album. The song, eeken· d 
' featuring heavy drums (once 
again) and whiny horns, has a 
lot of energy which translates 
i,rtto frantic roe'tapping. But on \\ 
flavored ballad will surely 
become a top-ten single, if only 
because of Tina's resurging 
career. 
A relaxed adult expecting a 
pleasant ballad to begin side 
two would more than likely be 
shocked at the whomping 
drums signaling the start of 
"Neighborhood Threat." 
Bowie's vocals. in competition 
\ 
~ 
with the dancing keyboards, 
signal1 a return of the expected 
sound 1 
"Bluk Jean," the first single, 
continues the heavy drum 
sound. A hum along chorus 
makes the single sound pleas-
ing, and is already a commer-
cial hit. 
"Tumble and Twirl:' and "I 
Keep Forgetting" employ the ·. 
EAST RILL FLOWST 
A_.'\ID PLAl'\IT SHOP 
ATTENTION STUDENTS 
Give your parents a special welcome. 
Fresh flowers delivered to their hotel 
room to brighten up their weekend. 
CALL AND ORDER TODAY!!! 
All Major Credit Cards Accepted 
East Hill Plaza ~ 
~ Judd Falls Rd. ~ ~ ~i· 
~ Ithaca ~ ~ 
jhe whole, the song is nothing 
~o become overly excited 
,tbout. 
: A change of production from 
Nile Rodgers to Hugh Padgham 
may not be the cause, but an 
album with only three recent-
ly writ,ten songs does not strike 
me as an earnest effort by a 
from page 6 
were made to accommodate. 
everyone. II proved frustrating, 
but on the whole the program 
for Parent's Weekend looks 
great. We spent ·a great deal of. 
time planning this event. This 
year's program is very dif-
ferent. We're all looking 
foreward .to this weekend, and 
we feel confident that it will be 
etcetera, 
i \ 
dewift ma.11 
Etcetera ... 
has changed. 
Come 
experience 
"the best of the 
.rest of the 
world" in 
personal 
accessories. 
-== 
Make your 
room an 
Oasis% 
• Tropical Plants 
including ones for low-light areas 
• Fresh, Sllk & Dried Flowers 
• Hundreds of Baskets 
• Wlcker Chalrs, Tables, Headboards 
Hampers at affordable pnas OUR FALL-DINNERWARE 
• Matchstick Blinds 
• Straw Ru.cs SALE IS ON !!! 
• ~ugs • Mirrors 
• Pllfows 
114 Ithaca Commons•273-7231 
Thurs., Fri. till 9 p.m.•Sundav 11-4 
Stop In And Check Out Great 
Values On Wedgwood, Denby, 
Adams, Royal Worscester, Spode, 
Noritake, Mikasa, Pfaltzcraft, 
Many Others To Choose From ! ! ! 
- . ~ 48•-vou ain't been to Ithaca 
'til you been to Plums. 
~ 
,NCRE o,at l I t;1/j, I~ 
& POrl1<11 j.>Ql'4Btl \ 
• Truly Elegant Dining In 
a Turn-of-the-Century 
Atmosphere • 
11 am-1 am EVERY DAY 
273-8422 
JUST OFF THE COMMONS AT 
~ 112 N. AURORA STREET 
NEW ORLEANS ' 
SUNDAY BRUNCH WITH 
LIVE JA'ZZ. BAND 
11 A.M.- 3 P.M. 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
NO COYER 
STEAKBURGERS 
QUICHE 
SPECIAL TIES 
SALADS • SOUPS 
EXOTIC FROZEN 
DRINKS 
N.Y. STATE WINES 
INTERNATIONAL COFFEES 
SCRUMPTIOUS DESSERTS 
ALL MAJOR CREDIT 
CARDS ACCEPTED ,. 
-'.r~ 
"" 
I 
A RESTAURAN ·t& TAKE-OUT 
OF FRESH PASTA 
Try our Variety of Gourmet Pizzas 
Sauteed Chicken Dishes & -Seafood 
404 West State Str~t, Ithaca 
• 
272-5211 
Open 7 days a week for Dinner at 5 ::E 
B. Y.O.B. until we get ours 
---~--------------~-----------------------------------, 
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.The dhoice was a Smashing Success at the· Haunt 
~Y Epc Jager _ .of their originals. the writing 
, They called their shpw a chores are shared by all the 
dance p_rQject an·a it certainly group members which include 
live.d up to its bHling. Friday · Mark Mendelson (guitar). his 
' night',s crowd at the Haunt was brother Jay (keyboards. guitar). 
constantly on its feet . to the Jim Lawrence (bass). and Mark 
music. of The Choice. The Parry (drums). Most of their 
Ithaca-based band's mariy compositions have the techno-
.original songs and some very. pop dance sound popularized 
danceable cover tunes were by the likes of Duran Duran and 
enthusiastically- received. Talking Heads. Each musician 
I • 
in The Choice sings leaf! 
vocals at some time with the 
cx,eption of Mark Mendelson. 
Friday night's mood was set 
early with "Dance All Night" 
and it became immediately ap-
parent that that was why the 
Haunt's patrons had come. 
The band followed up with a 
string of Choice originals in-
cluding the witty "She's Just a 
Little 811 Strange." like Mark Party·~ "E\'!'ryt>ody 
Dance" and the catchy and 
upbeat "Candy." 
When the band finished their 
regular set. the crowd was 
hardly satisfied. Rhythmic 
claooinR and wild cheering 
brought on a short encore 
which included the classic 
"Satisfaction" of the Rolling 
Stones fame. 
I fr~m.page 9 
I I , Alice in Blunder/and 
.-\ft<·r a short break. The 
Choice began to play other 
artists· songs in addition to 
their own. Jim Lawrenn·. an 
Ithaca College graduatt'. sang 
as they did a couple of Talking 
Heads' numbers. Big crowd 
pleast'rs were "What I Like 
About You," by The Roman-
tics and an excellent rendition 
of "I Will Follow." For this U2 
song, Mark Mendelson almost 
perfectly duplicated the harsh 
but melodic guitar sound found 
in the original version. 
The appreciation was ap-
propriate as this show signaled 
the last live performance for 
The Choice. The band. whi,h 
has been together for almost 
four years. has decided to con-
centrate on working in tht' 
studio in hopes of landing a 
recording contract. 
1 Notes on W,VIC 
: ha~dles public relations. 
• I 
As you can see. WVIC is a 
from page 13 
truth about the fairy dust. 
What happens. next? If you 
t_hink Alice speaks her mind 
and the oysters rally behind 
The Choice had not ex-
that those in power are not hausted their own material 
necessarily smarter than those though, as evidenced by tunes 
who aren't. 
"Alice In Blunderland" 1s a 
multifaceted orga11ization ana 
constantly welcomes your 
support and in~olvement. 
Anyone can try 041 rt_o matter 
what major of stuc:Jy b'ne is per-
suing. AS long as there is an in-
terest, one is eligi_br~. -If you 
have· an -interest irl ·'sales or 
advettising your efforts are 
her and Blunderland is safe powerful and fun musical P ARENTSWEEKEND 
also neecteq. : 
WVIC offers many 'extracur-
ricular activities as : well as 
listening pleasure. 
once and for all against fairy 
dust-well you're wrong. Alice 
does speak out but the oysters 
don't want to hear it. They all 
run frantically out of the con-
vention hall. Alice is ieft with 
a dilemma. She cares and 
allegory that underscores the 
mixed-up "logic" of the nuclear 
arms race. It will be going on 
tour to neighboring com-
munities in the following 
weeks but hopefully it will 
return to Ithaca for a few more 
performances in the near 
Bookstore & BJ Begley Deli 
Special Hours ... 
Sat/Nov 3 & Sun/Nov4 
BOOKSTORE 
Open 9am - 3pm, Sat & Sun \\:VIC is a comrriunity-mtnded radio station that 
reaches out to~h public, in 
general, and spec· I organiza-
lions ·as well. t year they 
raised s1000 . for special 
knows the truth, but nobody future. "Alice In Blunderland" 
wants to hear it. 
(' 
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. cbildren by surpassing so 
hours of requests in a music 
m~rathon. Pe«?Ij!e made re-
The tal_king cat that had led works because all oi the cast 
Alice into Blunderland then are not just actors and ac-
'resses playing some made up (; Open Sat, Noon - 7pm 
. quests and we(e mentioned on 
the air in return for their dona-
tior:is to the charity. The event 
was a commendable effort and 
a success. 
reappears. and escorts Alice 
back into her own world where 
the problems are real and far 
more serious than those of 
Blunderland. Alice realizes that 
every voice does count and 
Homeword 
hound. 
SALE PRICE $450.00 
The IBM Personal Typewriter is just 
as hardworking as an~ IBM business 
typewriter. The keyboard. feels.the sanw. I 
It has the sanw correcting kt·y. Th<' same 
quali1¥ constmction inside and out. 
And it's compact. Which is why the 
· IBM Personal Typewriter,\\~! he µ;oing 
home for the holidays. ·-· , 
role. T-hey are ordinary people 
dancing and singing for their 
lives. 
Open Sun 12:30pm - 11:30pm l·J...------
~ 
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News waves? They're the trends of today-in politics, business, youth, the 
economy-that affect what's to come next month, next year, in the next decade. 
News waves in U.S.News: We analyze them every week (before they 
make the headlines elsewhere) to keep you on top of-and prepared for-
what the future holds in store. 
Subscribe to U.S.News at ha/f-pnce. Just fill out and send 1n the coupon 
below. 
-----------------------------------------------------· ' Less than Money:-saving 
Student Coupon 
D YES, send me 25 weeks of U S News & World Report for only 
$9.88. I'll save 50% off the regular subscription rate and 77% off the 
cover pri~e. n Payment enclosed n 8111 me 
40¢ 
per week 
Name _________ _ 
School Name _______ _ 
Address _ _____ Apt. __ _ FBM Office Equipment 
6.09 Clinton West Plaza Im 
I 272-1461 ~ 
City/State ---------------~ip ____ _ 
us.News 
•, ... -,: .• ;.,,.i....·_.l'Jt 
Mail coupon to: 
U.S.News & World Report 
2400 N St , N.W. Room 416 
Washington, D.C. 20037 
Listen for the News Blimp on \\' I (: B Brought to you by U S News & World Report 
L ____ .:.,_ __ -c-'--------------~ ~----------------------------------------------------------------~ 
. I " " . 
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A True All-American 
by Jim Liebowitz 
As the sun glimmered on 
South Hill Monday afternoon. 
the field hockey team was 
working tediously in prepara-
tion for Tuesday's grudge 
match against Oneonta. While 
Coach Doris Kostrinsky was 
shouting constructive criticism 
to her players. Tri-captain Barb 
Wachowiak was leading the 
change on the field. 
Wachowiak, a second year 
tri-captian. has been in-
strumental in the success of 
the program for the last three 
years. She transferred from the 
University of Indiana after her 
freshman year where she was 
one of only two freshmen to 
make the varsity team. She ar-
rived on the scene here in 
Ithaca lured to I.C. because of 
Coach Kostrinsky and because 
Indiana dropped their hockey 
program, Barbara was ex-
tremely fortunate to play for a 
national championship team 
her very first year. 
"Barbara was not a starter as 
1 sophomore." explained 
C:oach Kostrinsky, "but she 
was eager to learn and play 
wherevrr she could contribute. 
She had an open mind in try-
ing new things and used her 
flexibility to her advantagr." 
By the end of the srason Bar-
bara had worked her way into 
the starting line-up with good 
stick work. a genuinely 
positive attitude. and by doing 
whatev<-'r was asked of her. 
"When I was at Indiana, I 
knew that if I wanted to play. 
that I had to be flexible," said 
Barbara. "I still feel that way. 
I'll play wherever the coach 
asks me to." 
La<;t year, after being named 
tri-captain. she helped lead the 
Bombers once again to the ti-
tle game. But this time. they 
lost in the final and had to set-
tle ·for runners-up. However. 
Barb did receive All-American 
Honorable Mention of which 
she is extremely proud. 
This year presented a new 
challenge: Lead Ithaca to the 
National Championship again. 
But the road to the playoffs 
was much more difficult this 
year. Playing in streaks, the 
team has accumulated a 9-5-1 
record. and was the last team 
added to the 16-team NCAA 
tournament. In addition. they 
have to play the number one 
seeded Cortland State. to 
whom the Bombers lost 3-1 
earlier this season. in the first 
round. 
"We're very confident about 
our chances and it's not a false 
confidence either." said Bar-
bara. "We feel we·re peeking 
for thr playoffs; playing our 
best hockey of the year." 
This statement is true if you 
look at their last game in which 
they destroyed Scranton 11-0. 
Wachowiak.'s credentials now 
stand at nine goals and seven 
assists on the season. which 
should earn her more 
recognition. 
Aside from her field hockey 
achievements. Barbara stars 
on the I.C. softball team. also 
coached by Doris Kostrinsky. 
Barb is optimistic about the 
season even though she's the 
only returning senior. 
Off the field, Barbara is a 
Physical Education major 
specializing in coaching. She 
hopes to land an assistant p oto y Seao Roooey -
coaching job upon graduation /C's Barbara Wachowiak (above right) has made major contribu-
from Ithaca. She realizes head tions. to the field hockey team. coaching jobs in field hockey.., ______________ s:ai _____ _ 
or softball are few and far bet-
ween but feels she can even-
tually coach in the college 
ranks like her mentor, Doris 
Kostrinsky. 
As for the present. Barbara is 
geared up for the Division Ill 
playoffs and would like nothing 
better than to end her 
prestigious college career with 
another national 
championship. 
"We're really hungry right 
now. We know how much one 
goal means and everyone on 
tht> team wants to score that 
goal." said Barbara. "and we 
appreciate the coverage we've 
been getting. women's sports 
usually don't get equal time 
compared to men's. We're 
grateful!" 
MANHAlTAN EXPORTS 
MANHATrAN EXP 
MANHAlTAN 
Carrying Junior Wear For Men 
And Women, Entire Fall & 
Winter Clothing On Sale. 
*Plus Excellant Bargains 
Upstairs* 
. $10, $15, $20, $25 Racks 
SAVINGS UP TO 70 Percent!! 
,--------------------------., 
USA 
I WITH THIS AD : 
I I 1Buy 1 get 2nd purchase at : 
I HALF PRICE!* i 
I I 
I I 
I I l *of equeal or lesser value* \ 
L _________ E!Pires 11/4/84 __________ I 
BILLY 
SHORT. SLOUCHY BOOT ON A LOW, 
CHUNKY HEEL . 
',\• 
SHOES TO BOOT 
Pyramid Mall - Ithaca 
-- -· -----··· ·-- ... --- -· -- --- ---------- ... ·--------------·----------- '""-=-··v-------
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Men's Hooters End On Football Wins 14-13 
THE ITHACAN 17 
Slide With 4 Losses 
by Jim Liebowitz 
from page 20 
Hobart to within one point. The 
drama heightened when 
Hobart Head Coach .lack 
Daniels elected to go for a two-
point conversion. 
play up to our tulles, poten-
tial." added Dougherty. "A llill 
Sheerin you can't replace." Coach Andy Byrne was 
halfheartedly speaking to 
some youths after the Cortland 
game ·yesterday when I ap-
proached him. The en-
thusiastic elementary school 
kids had come to witness the 
Bomber's final effort of the 
season. One of the children 
asked the coach about what 
qualities are needed to play the 
game of soccer. 
Coach Byrne answered: "It 
takes speed, agility, poise. and 
most of all, sheer athletic 
ability." 
Ironically, these same at-
tributes that are needed for 
young soccer players are the 
same as those needed for col-
legiate level players. Despite 
the 3-1 loss to cortland that 
gave Ithaca a losing record on 
the year, the Bombers season 
was still a successful one. The 
seeds have been planted 
which should make next years 
crop more competitive. 
The Bombers ended this 
season on a sour note by los-
ing their last four games. 
finishing with a 7-8 record. 
Nevertheless. the players are 
Team Still 
Optimistic 
optimistic about the future 
under Coach Byrne. Billy Bon-
su. who just played his last 
game for Ithaca. believes the 
soccer program is on the rise. 
"I learned more under coach 
Byrne this one season than I 
did the three previous years." 
explained Bonsu. "Our tailspin 
had nothing to do with the 
coach. It was our own fault. 
This team has a few holes to 
fill but other than that is 
prepared for the future." 
As for returning players. 
Coach Byrne will combine an 
influx of freshman recruits with 
the solid nucleus he already 
has like juniors Tom Beusse. 
leading scorer J. Paul Sant, and 
Jay Kaminski. Also vital to this 
team are goalie Pete Rice. who 
perhaps was the most consis-
tent player all year. Eric 
Slayton. George Dianni. and 
Steve Cope. 
"We need some quality 
players." explained Coach 
ATHLETE 
OF THE 
WEEK 
Cathy 
Livingston 
Livingston. a freshman out of 
Conway, NH, won the New 
York state cross-country cham-
pionship on Binghamton's 3.1-
mile course last Saturday. She 
has won five of her seven 
races this year. 
SPONSORED BY: 
BEN J. ARDITO 
49 Elm Street Cortland, New YorK 13045 (607) 753-6758 
SUPER HIT SUNDAY 
Sunday. November 4 from 2pm-6p1!1 
Jay Childs & sue Osinchak Turn Bach Time!!! 
Hot106 
WVIC 
AM 61-FM cable 106 
SUPER HITS FRO:\! THE EARLY SCJ's TO THE 
EARLY JO'S 
ll 11 Ithaca 11• ;, College 
slilJlf• REPDHl 
Featuring Head Coach Jim Butterfield 
Sunday Nights at 10:00pm on WICB-TV 13 
Sponsors 
Versatile Food Management Services Inc., The Ithacan 
Empire Building Supplies, Carey McKinney Group 
Cornell Federal Credit Union, Col/egetown Bagels, 
The Ithaca Times,Dryden Specialty Tr~1':l1y, 
Screen Graphics,Park Outdoor Advertising, 
Cullens, Pudgies. 
Byrne, "1 leel bad for the older 
guys, like John Julian. who 
were cheated out of a learning 
experience by the former 
coach. I can't expect to change 
their bad hilbits in onr year but 
I fed they've already grasped 
a lot of what I'm teaching." 
Coach Byrne feels the team 
also needs some leadership, 
someone 10 take charge in 
those close game~. Naturally. 
the player should come from 
within. a player who has 
already performed. but maybe 
it could be an incoming 
freshman who ignites the fire 
behind this club. 
"I stressed to them at the 
beginning of the season the 
need to be consistent and 10 
give 100 percent at all times. If 
we develop a fighting spirit, 
some leadership, and get a few 
good freshman recruits. we'll 
be in good shape." said Coach 
Byrne. 
Good luck to Billy Bonsu. 
John Julian and Jim McDonald 
who have played thier last 
game for the Bombers. 
With the game on the line 
and the crowd on their feet. 
O'Hare was rushed out of the 
pocket by Bomber linebacker 
Tom McNeely. O'Hare threw to 
the end zone where senior 
defensive back Brian Dougher-
ty intercepted the pass. clin-
ching the win for Ithaca. 
"We were playing a man-to-
man goal line defense." said 
Dougherty. "The linemen put 
great pressure on, and I just 
read the play as it developed." 
The win was a costly one for 
Ithaca as they lost All-
American nose guard Bill 
Sheerin with a knee injury. 
Earlier in the game Sheerin 
made his 300th career tackle. 
which is only one reason why 
people will always remember 
him: Bill Sheerin is simply one 
of the greatest defensive 
p!ayers ever to wear a Bomber 
uniform. 
"We must all rally now and 
For the first tirnr 111 four 
years. the Bomber~ have clin· 
checl a share of the conference 
championship. 'Tm glad for 
the kids," said Coach Butte-r-
field, "The ICAC is always one 
of our goals. but there- 1s more 
work to be done." 
Ruggers 
Victorious 
The Ithaca College Lonestars 
rugby squad trounced rival 
Cortland on Saturday to push 
its record to an impressive 4-1-1 
for the season. During the in-
tense see-saw classic. The 
Lonestars had to come from 
behind three times to secure 
the victory. Trailing 9-8 with six 
minutes remaining in the 
game. Jordon Cohen took the 
ball on a lineout about 30 
meters from the goal line. 
jolted a few tacklers. and ad-
vanced the ball all the way to 
the winning try. 
lltfleillllwic 
Tnphammer Mall, Ithaca 
257-1142 
M-P 10·9 Sat 10-6 Sun 12-5 
Studio For Sale Or Rent 
$495 New Or $25 To Rent 
lll'rl', 1ht· 11111,1 ~1,mpJll 1111"1 .111,,r1l.1hh 
J-1rJl.., .. 11uh11 JJ:Jl..,Jl!l \1111 ,.111 hu\ lh, ,.1.:. 
11111l111rJt.., lJ,.,l·lh' n·111rtkr \\llh h1111!-111 
1111 ,i·r h.1 .. t·\t·n , . ., .. 1,1111.11 1t·Jllir1· ,1111 111·111 111 
•
11·1 , 1111r 11111.,11 on 1.111t· 
1,t,,·ltird t,J .. ,~ 1r.1t..,., ,n1·nluh 111nl.!-p1,11\!, 1111mll 
111 .ind 11 111. u,l•rduh J\!.ltn 1h1•11 1111'·tl 11 '' n In 
IJtl \1111 hJ\l' .111 lht• hJ.,lt .. 111th11 11·1hn1t1llt" 
n11huul lht• .. 111d111 pr111·., 
Pl 11 ., ,1111 h.1,,· n·JI pnr1.1h1h1, lht \-1" 
ci11l·r.11,·.,· 1111 halll'rll'"' .. 11 11 1!'11'"' \\h1·r1· ilu 11111 .. h 
t w 11 .1 .. .1 111-~1 l.l .. .,1•111· 11t,.., 11111 lh1 1,r .. 1 
l"o 1r.1,.., ... 1n• .. 1.1nd.1rd ,h·r1·11 lnrmJI .inti "'" 
,,1.1, un .111, humt·. 1111r1.1hlt· 11r , ..ar .. h·rt 11 
1)1.,,11,,·r 1111• .HhJIIIJl!t', ul 11\.\111111.! ,1111r 11\\11 
.. 1uda11 .11 ,1111r 1111 .11 ~11 .. 11·\ lhJh•r ~ 11r Ir .... lh.111 
"500 1111 ho\.\ ,.111 \11U .1ll11rll 11111 111 ' '' 
Tuesday, November 6 
3 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
Precisiop Haircut & Style -Only $7.50 
Terrific campus cuts at super savings with 
student I.D. Free gifts & refreshments 
R9G1S HAIRSTYLISTS 
Pyramid Mall * 257-1233 
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IC Gets NCAA Bid 
from page 20 
goal every II minutes for 180 
minutes of total playing time. 
These two games put every 
member of the team in the 
limelight. 
Communication is the name 
of the game that this team 
plays. Have you ever heard 
two goal tenders scream and 
direct action as Laura Slagle 
and Donna Glitzer have? 
BEAUTIFUL! Not once has 
there ever been a mass of con-
fused Bombers fighting for the 
ball. as is the characteristic of 
so many American soccer 
games. Short runs and quick 
touch and go passes kept 
order on the field 100 percent 
of the time 
Three quarters of the way 
through the season. the state. 
Northeast. and National rank-
ings were announced. Ithaca 
was second in the state behind 
Division I Cortland. fourth in 
the Northeast region, and most 
impressively, ninth in the na-
tion. out of all Division I. II, and 
Ill teams. 
But somehow, and sadly, 
Ithaca did not reach the na-
tional championships. Coach 
Buettner explained that as of 
last Friday. her team was rank-
ed third in the Northeast region. 
which. incidently, includes 55 
other teams from New Jersey. 
Pennsylvania, Connecticut and 
New York. This regional divi-
sion is the largest in the 
country. 
"We were told that if we won 
on Saturday, that we would be 
assured of a spot in the na-
tionals." she stated. "but now 
we've been told that we did 
not make it." 
Buettner blames the upset 
victory of Colorado College 
over cal Berkely as taking 
away Ithaca's place in the na-
tionals. The Colorado victory 
narrowed down the number of 
representatives from the Nor-
theast division from 4 to only 
3. The three teams that did 
make nationals were U-Conn, 
Brown and Cortland. By the 
way, the Bombers beat Cor-
tland 1-0 in overtime. 
The team is a product of four 
hard years of wheeling and 
dealing players. and building a 
strong, bonded group of 
athletes. "We have no 
weakspots on. the field." she 
said. One factor that has add-
ed to the team's success is that 
there have been no major in-
juries on the team. That in itself 
is amazing. 
As far as next season is con-
cerned, the team will only lose 
one senior. Leslie Murphy. 
And, as Coach Buettner 
knows. everyone will return to 
pick up the story where it has 
been left off. 
·'Even though we did not 
make the nationals. and that 
was a big disappointment," 
said the coach, "the team 
knows that it is as good as the 
number one team in the 
nation." 
TURKEY TROT '84 
Sunday, November 11 at 2pm 
Registration November 7,8,9 in. 
the Egbert Union. The first 25 to 
register receive a free t-shirt. 
The registration fee for the 2.8 
mile run will be S3.00. The first 
male, female and staff person 
to finish will receive a free 
turkey. Check in prior to race 
will be in the Crossroads. 
Refreshments will be served. 
Join the R.A.Experience 
Applications for R.A. positions 
are now available for the 
upcoming spring semester. 
For more information contact 
your R.D., or the Office of 
Residential Life. 
The Application Deadline Is 
Monday November 12. 
MEET THE CHALLENGE 
I ) • I 
staff photo by Joe Epstein 
After defeating Come/I on Tuesday, the women's soccer team 
finished their season with a 12-1-1 record. The team will hqst the 
ECA C playoffs this weekend. Above, /C's Tracy Marullo .moves 
past a Come/I defender as Ithaca posted a 1-0 win. · 
Hockey Opens At Corne.II . · 
With an important exhibitfon this game Will have a ·lot to do 
game with Guelph coming up with th9se decisions." ......_ __ 
and the first weekend of ECAC As m~ny as 57 players have 
play just two weeks away.,. participated in pre-season drills 
Saturday night's Red-White for the I Big Red, and. -said 
game at Lynah Rink will bt' an coach Reycrort .. "I ran say con-· 
important step in tht" develop- vincingly that this is the 
ment of the 1984-85 Cornell strongest group in terms ·or' 
hockey team. "We are using depth at all positio11s that 
this game to evaluate players we've had in a long time." 
and make ·decisions on the Twenty-two lettermen return 
squad," said head coach Lou from· last year's club that 
Heycroft. "We will be rutting to shared the Ivy League title 
26 players. and performance in with Harvard. 
SUPER HIT SUNDAY 
Sunday. ~o\'('mlwr: 4 fron1 ~pnHipm 
la) Chil<I~ & Sue Osind1i:lk Turn Ba('~ Time!!! 
Hotl06 
WVIC 
AM 61-FM cable 106 
Sl 1PEK HITS FHOM THE E,\Hl.'t so·~ ro Till: 
E,\HI.Y ,O's 
\ Nmmb<;, 2,· 19841 
! I 
Wrestlers i. 
Set .To Open 
by 'Mike Murphy 
.As the pir ·turns crisp·and the 
leaves ~all from the trees: as 
the fall sports season draws to 
•a close. the Ithaca College 
Bomber wrestlers sweat ,their 
way to the top. The team 
should be in.contention.for the ' 
• 19B'4-s·5 oivision ui champion-
ships held in Augustana. II-
. linois in, Mc;1rch. 
The Bombers will be led by 
All-Americans Glen Cogswell. 
Bari MorioW, and Dave Killay. 
Bill Condon and Bob 
Par/ariello. ,also All-Americans. 
will c~ntribute greatly to the 
Bomb'er' cause. Assistant 
Coach Matk Iacovelli says, 
"T~ansfer Pete Markowich 
. from. Nor111.·carolina should be 
an All-American and Steve Hile 
and Larry lacoyelli will do 
good." The Bombers also have 
Division nrcoach of the Year 
John Murray .10· help out. . 
Last year:s ICAC champs 
begin the_Se<!SOn November 2 
and 3 at Cornell u. forlhe-Cor-
nell Open. The followin~eek. 
the Bombers wil! rt.main-at ......_ 
home for the Ithaca lnvita- · 
tional. Starting times for both 
tournament~ are at 2:00 pm. 
TODAY'S LADY 
ATHLETE 
111-~~""~ 
108 W.Green ·st. 
Specializing in Women's 
Athletic Clothing and 
Shoes. 100/o Off Any Non 
Sale Item With Valid I.D. 
Now thru October 31. 
$12.00 OFF ALL KENNETH COLE*Boots & Shoes 
*Mens & Womens 
$25.00 GIFT CERTIFICATE WITH 
ALL LEATHER JACKETS 
PURCHASED. 
*Over 40 Styles 
*Reg Priced 
ZeatheI Zxp.T~ 
128 The Commons _ 273-5806 
Thurs & Fri 9-9, Sat 9-6, Sun 11-5 
$39.95 FOR ALL IMPO SUEDE BOOTS 
Reg Priced $44.95 
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' rsPO~TSVIEW/David ~- Raskin 
I . . . . . 
I Welcome Michael! 
I . 
' Yes, he has arrived. I IP. has 
I brought his incredible athl~llc 
1 ability, his continuous excite-
, rnent and even his own· rt'ew 
sneakers. After playir.g in lll'r 
NCAA, the Pan Am Games arid 
the Olympics. Michael .Jordan 
/ is n9w in the NBA. 1 
The ex-North Carolina -,~r 
Heel has played in thwc 
regular season games for the 
Chicago Bulls . .Jordan had an 
average opener. but then came 
t>ack to score 38 an<! 25 points. 
as high scorer in the other two 
games. , 
There· are very few athc\ett·s 
that can take e<)ntrol of a ganw. 
or even a le,igue, by simply ex-
t'xectng their skills an<I leader-
ship. ' tn the NBA. Wilt 
Chamberlin, Larry Bird arid 
Julius Erving are examples of 
this, but by the end ot this 
year, Jordan will be added to 
this· list. 
Cllicago sports fans. an m-
creasingly happy group over 
the past few years, have 
renewed their basketball en-
thusiurn. Those of us who 
remember him in four years at 
N.C. understand the magic the 
All-American has within him. 
"He does ihings that nobody 
else can do," said a sports fan. 
''It's frightening to see what he 
can do in the air. He gets up so 
high it can sometimes he 
dangerous. There is nobodv 
else like him... · 
As far as the rest of the 
league. the NUA may Ile look-
ing at one of its best years 
ever. Many learns arc much 
stronger this year through tht'. 
clraft and free agency. The 
league ha5 reached a collerti\'t' 
bargarning agrecmen 1 
guaranteeing 53 percent of the 
gross rcvenut•s to the players 
an<I also establishini\ a cap on 
the player's salaries. Players 
,HHI tht' management arc 
hc1ppy- so lei's plcly ball. 
Thew arc. however. still 
somt· problems as llw :--JB,-\ 
('lllt'rs its 391h SCi:lSOn. Six 
hluc-chip free agents arc still 
unsigrw<I. Adrian Danlly has 
hc<·n suspended, an<! stars 
Walter Davis, Albert King and 
Bill Cartwright arc all on the in-
jured list. Positive aspects in 
the NBA are numerous though. 
The introduction of Akeem 
Olajawon to Ralph Sampson 
by the Houston Rockets could 
createoneJf the most dominant 
front lines in recent history. 
Elsewhere in Texas. the Dallas 
Mavericks added Sam Perkins, 
Jordan's counterpart at N.C.. to 
an already exciting lineup, 
which includes Mark Agniure. 
who scored 31 points in a vie-
tory over the Lakcrs last 
Sunclay. 
The rhurnpion Celtics lose 
Gerald Henderson. but have 
Larry Bird. so they remain 
strong. N.Y. Knick fans have 
been surprised by sixth round 
<!raft choice Eddie Wilkins. 
who is laking over in the tem-
porary loss of both the team's 
centers. The fans in the Garden 
arc also pleased to sec Ber-
nard King pick up tht'. same 
scoring pace he left in the 
playoffs. 
Teams like th<' Sixcrs. 
l..<lkers. Bucks ancl Suns will re-
main strong, but teams like the 
Bulkts are improving. 
Washington ·s off season deals 
for play maker Gus Williams 1 
and big-man Cliff Robinson : 
combined with the , 
bonenushers Jeff Huland and 1 
Rich Mahorn could put them 
over the hump. Cleveland fans 
rejoice in the entrance of a 
slimmed-down Mel Turpin. as 
Portland will be helped by his 
University of Kentucky team-
mate Sam Bowie. 
This should be one of the 
NBA's most exciting years. 
watching stars like Michael Jor-
dan is simply nothing but 
pleasure. One cannot wail un-
til the dunk contest ,at the All-
Star , game. 
I R~GAN'S CORNER I 
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Tennis Is Hurt 
By Inexperience 
by Maureen Robinson 
The Ithaca Collcgr women·s 
tennis team finishecl off t1 
somewhat unsuccessful 
st·ason with a record of 4-7. 
The season saw the team 
pilled against some vt•ry tough 
rivals. The losses inclu<lcd 
matches against Division I Cor-
nell and Division II l.eMoync. 
Individually. however. Coach 
Iris Carnell emphasized that 
there wt're nunwrous 
achievements. 
Iran Crc1wford. who injured 
her ankle in the SI. John Fisher 
Tournament. had an t'Xrellcnt 
yc<1r playing in the second 
doubles position. "It was a 
super year for ht·r." com-
mented Carnell. "I would hd\T 
10 say that sh<' was the most 
improved player. we rnuld 
have done better in the St. 
.John Fisher tournament, but 
she had to default her matches 
because of her ankle." That in-
jury prevented Crawford from 
parllcipating in the state tour-
nament this pa<,t weekend. 
Also playing well this season 
were senior Tri-captain Lisa 
Brown and her partner. Alice 
Houghton. They finished the 
season with a 6-3 record. and 
were seeded fifth in the state 
tournament. 
Marjorie Packard had a .soo 
season, but moved from sixth 
Young Team 
Finishes 4-7 
to first singles. sophomore 
Martha Murphy hacl a six and 
three st·ason al1cma1mg bet-
wet·n singles ,m<I doubles 
plc1y. 
Hepwscntmg !ht' tc,1111 in the 
stc11!' tourn,nncnt c11 tlw s<·rond 
<loul>lcs po<;!lion \,·c·rt· sc·nror 
Tri-captc1in Sue· Wc1tlrwr and 
sophomow lull(' (i,1liricl. 
Wallner 11nislwd out her 
scc1son w11h S('\'<'11 wms, three 
lo.<,st·.'>. <i,1l>ncl finislwd with a 
srx and two n·( on!. 
"We had sonw !>right spot<; 
this YC'<H," S<lld Carnell. ",\I 
lilllC'S they loo"<'d t'X< dlc111. 
But we· <11:-.o t1c1d <1 lot ol rnt·x-
periencc. rhat cl<'!in11cly hurt 
us." 
The team will have many 
re1urnmg play(·rs nt·xt year. 
However. for Carndl. after 39 
years of coaching various 
sports, this will be her last 
year. 
"Gwen Ritchi. l11e assistant 
coach. has taken over as acting 
head coach." said Carnell. 
"She is a super addition to the 
team, very dedicated an<! 
hardworking." Carnell is hop-
ing that Ritchi will continue her 
work with the team next year. 
PIZZAS & SUBS TO GO 
273-6006 I CONNIE COOK I 
PIZZA 
-- HAPPY HOUR PIZZA SPECIAL 1 
:, .l() to H :JO tthrou~h Oct :ll I 
2 TOPPINGS for the price of I 
:1 TOPPINGS for the price of 2 
THE WORKS for the price of :1 
MENTION THE ITIIACA '\ 
AND RECEIVE 
FREE PEPSI 
12 with smal\ pizza. 4 with large p11zal 
I 
SUBS & 
SANDWICHES 
i WE NOW OFFER I 
1 FREE : 
I DELI 
I DELIVERY 
SKILLS WE DESPERATELY NEED IN 
CONGRESS 
When State School Aid Cuts Were 
,. Instituted, Connie Cook Directed A Plan 
That Repealed Cuts And Increased 
School Aid While Remaining Within 
,. 
SMALL LARGE Sandwich SUB 
11 Budget. When Connie Cook Chaired The 
Education Committee The Tuition ri 
Plain 4.15 7.25 
I item 5.55 8.35 
2 items 6.35 9.45 
3 items 7.15 10.55 
4 items 7.95 11.65 
5 items 8.75 12.15 
THE WORKS: . 
Pizza with all loppmgs for only 9 95 lsmalll 
and I 3.A5 ilargel. ' 
- TOPPINGS . 
pepperoni 
meatballs 
black olives 
onions 
b_?con ~ 
peppers 
sausage 
mushroom9 
anchovie~ 
Ham 2.00 3.0:; 
Turkey 2.00 3.05 
Tuna 2.00 3.05 
Guacamole 2.00 3.05 
Tuna Guac. 2.25 3.50 
Corned beef 2.25 3.50 
Roast beef 2.25 3.50 
Pa"strami 2.25 3.50 
Egg Salad J.75 2.50 
Cheese l.75 2.50 
Try our CHEF SALAD 
Fresh Ham, Turkev or Roast Beef: Swiss. 
American or Prov~lone cheese: with lettuce 
and tomatoes. Your choice of French. Italian. 
Russmn, Oil & Vmegar or Creamy Cucumber 
dress mg. 52.50 
PIZZAS & SUBS TO GO 
.At Rogan ·s C9rner. S. Aurora and Coddington. Ithaca, 273-6006 
. ' 1we reserve the right to. limit our delivery areal 
Assistance Program Was Created. 
Connie Cooks Record Of Achievement 
Proves That She Has the Legislative 
Skills Required To Improve The Quality 
Of Our Educational Systems While 
Maintaining Fiscal Responsibility. 
CONNIE COOK -FOR YOUR 
LEADERSHIP IN 
EDUCATION. 
Paid For By The Friends of Connie Cook 
I 
-
., 
I -
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Periodicals 
Bomber Squads Aim At Playoffs 
Football 
Takes Step 
Closer 
by Ivan Gottesfeld 
There was no champagne in 
the Ithaca COilege Bomber 
lockeroom this past saturday 
after they defeated Hobart 
14-13; but there were enough 
smiles and handshakes being 
exchanged to indicate that the 
Bombers had just accomplish-
ed something. 
The Bombers actually had 
achieved many things in their 
thrilling victory. For starters, it 
was their seventh consecutive 
win (7-1 overall), guaranteeing 
them a share of the ICAC con-
ference title. The win avenged 
last season's heartbreaking 
loss in Geneva, NY, and con-
cludes a sweep of victories 
over teams that defeated 
Ithaca in 1983. Most important-
ly, the victory keeps the NCAA 
post-season playoffs a realistic 
possibility. 
Both teams were fired up 
from the start of the game. 
playing aggressive and 
sometimes over-agressive 
football. There were four per-
sonal foul calls made in the 
first eight minutes. The feeling-
out process concluded in the 
second quarter when senior 
halfback Scott Clements 
scored on a nine-yard run giv-
ing the Bombers a 7-0 lead in-
to the lockeroom at halftime, 
where Head Coach Jim Butter-
field reminds his team of the 
stakes involved in the game. 
"We knew it was going to be 
a knock-down, drag-out type of 
affair," said Butterfield. 
"Hobart is a good team, and 
always well prepared. I just 
told the kids to get the job 
done." 
In the third quarter, the job 
looked as though it might be 
easier than expected. Junior 
quarterback Steve Kass carried 
the ball on an option for 54 
yards and a touchdown giving 
the Bombers a 14-0 lead. 
"We seemed to get compla-
cent with a 14-0 score," said 
Butterfield. "That's when they 
started moving the ball against 
us.'' 
Hobart scored quickly on a 
30-yard touchdown pass from 
Tommy O'Hare to Steve 
Skillman. which cut the 
Bombers' lead to 14-7. Mid-way 
through the final period, Hobart 
fullback Dave Ralph scored on 
a five-yard run, ending the 
Bombers' string of quarters 
without allowing a rushing 
touchdown at 36, and pulling 
, , , , , ; , , , ~,Jl0t1tbtlll,J>{l6• 11r 1 , : : • 
National 
Bid Goes To 
Stickwoinen 
by S.M. Moss 
The Ithaca · college field 
hockey team will once again 
play in the National Tourna-
ment. The Bombers finished 
their regular season strongly 
with successive wins over 
Scranton 11-0 and Oneonta 5-0. 
In mauling Scranton, -1.C. 
managed 43 shots on goal and 
was led by Eileen Beairsto, 
Raeann · Winkler, Heather 
Doyle, Barb Wachowiak and 
Jenny Powers all chipping in 
two goals apiece. Peg 
Radkiewicz also added a · 
score. 
Against Oneonta, the 
Bombers came out strong. 
scoring five times in the first 
half. Beairsto tallied twice and 
Colleen McDonald, Doyle and 
Wachowiak also added goals. 
In raising their record to 10-s-1 
Ithaca once again outshot their 
opponent, 43-17. 
In evaluating her squad's 
performance, Assistant Coach 
Andrea Golden explained, "the 
difference yesterdaY' was that 
we were able to put the ball in 
on the rush." The Bombers 
consistently seem to dominate 
their opposition statistically, 
but often have problems scor-
ing goals. 
staff photo by Joe Epstein 
The Bomber's defense has been the J ootba1l team's most consistent unit a1l season. The "D" has 
given up only 50 points in eight games. Above, the Bomber's swarm a Hobart runningback. 
Golden believes the team is 
developing more consistency 
through practices, and should 
have a mental lift for Friday's 
regional action against COrtland 
State. "We're very excited to 
get a second chance against 
COrtland, and we hope to make 
every opportunity count." 
Women Soccer To 
Host ECAC Tourney 
The Bombers will have to in 
· order to defeat the tough Red 
Dragon Squad. In completing a 
rugged schedule, I.C. has lost 
a couple of games by not 
capitalizing on scoring oppor-
tunities. In order to defeat Cor-
tland, the Bombers must take 
advantage of every opportuni-
ty to put the ball in the net and, 
by Jordan Finkelstein 
"They belonged in the NCAA 
playoffs," said Ithaca COiiege's 
women's soccer coach, Linda 
Buettner, referring to the best 
team she has coached in 
years. 
The team crossed deserts, 
waded through torrid rivers, 
and emerged from the dust 
with a firmly held and im-
pressive 12+1 record in regular 
season play. Even though the 
record shines, there seems to 
be something missing here at 
the end of the rainbow. 
The story started when the 
Bombers won sev~n in a row. 
But that winning streak· was 
snapped when Geneseo State 
. : hand~ ,tp~,v their first 10$, 
Wante~ National Bid 
According to the statistics for two teams must have been at the same time, play consis-
that game, Ithaca outshot their evenly matched, but the lady tent defense. As Golden puts 
opponents 37 to 5, yet failed to Bombers refused to use that as it, "We can't let up, they're 
produce a goal in those at- an excuse. Everyone on the good. 
tempts. The team. after enjoy- team really thought they Barb Wachowiak and 
ing the spoils of victory for should have scored a goal Heather Doyle lead all 
quite awhile. seemed to be •t.eMoyne and Hamilton were Bombers with ten goals each 
stricken with the mid-season in the wrong place at the on the season while Jane 
blues. But most sources stated wrong time. Showing the eyer- DeGrenier tops the team in 
that the loss was just a fluke. present determination and a assists with nine. Ithaca battles 
I don't think I have ever renewed surge of energy, the Cortland Friday at noon and 
heard of a soccer game that lady. Bombe_rs cake-walked Oneonta squares off against 
lasted 120 scoreless minutes, over both teams en route to Wooster at 2pm. The cham-
but then again, I've never seen both 8-1 victories: shot 16 balls pionshlp game will ~ held 
an IC soccer team such as this past opposing goat tenders and . 5aturday at 1pm. The site of the 
one either. such was the case scorched the nP.tc:. That is a weekend's regional acitvities is 
when Ithaca met Hertwldc,~~ ~JHII~ ,1/J.. I ' , I ' '~~~le¥\<\·' , \ \ l . ' ' , " 
